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Electric Vehicle Industry
Survey Methodology
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The survey was anonymous, though participants
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18 (38%) respondents were electric utilities, including
18.8% investor-owned utilities, 14.6% municipal utilities,
and 4.2% electric cooperatives. Of the 30 non-utility
respondents, technology equipment manufacturers
represented 12.5%, followed by government and
integrator/engineering firms at 8.3% respectively. There
were a large number of “Other” responses, which included
the media, non-profit organizations, consulting services
firms, and EV load management program operators.
Survey results are available upon request at
research@sepapower.org.
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Executive Summary
Electric Vehicles are Coming
EV adoption is growing rapidly in the U.S. and globally for
both consumer and commercial vehicles, and supporting
them will require large-scale deployment of EV-charging
infrastructure and potentially upgrades to utility
distribution grid infrastructure. Over the next few decades,
EVs are expected to replace traditional vehicles, according
to industry forecasters. This adoption is being driven by
the availability of more vehicles at reduced costs, increased
availability of charging, favorable economic incentives, a
growing interest in EVs, and growing awareness of the
environmental benefits.
Bloomberg New Energy Finance projects that 57% of
new U.S. passenger vehicle sales and 56% of new light
commercial vehicle sales will be electric by 2040.1 Navigant
forecasts that EVs will reach over 20 million in 2030 with
an annual energy consumption of 93 terawatt-hours (TWh)
in the U.S.2 According to models by the federal National
Renewable Energy Laboratory, electrified transportation
may result in between 58 to 336 TWh of electricity
consumption annually by 2030, depending on the rate
and type of vehicle deployment.3
Improvements in EV range, introduction of larger vehicles
(like medium- and heavy-duty trucks) and corresponding
battery size are driving increased deployment of direct
current fast chargers (DCFC) with up to 350 kilowatt (kW)
capacity for light- and medium-duty EVs, quickly evolving
to 1 megawatt (MW) for heavy-duty EVs, with plans for up
to 4.5 MW. Supporting public charging locations or private
fleet depots with large numbers of these chargers present
a major challenge for utility planners.
Mass adoption will require significant buildout of charging
infrastructure and charging platforms. Navigant estimates
approximately 1.2 million charging ports are available
throughout North America as of 2018, and that the
number will grow to over 12.6 million by 2027.4 Edison
Electric Institute (EEI) and the Edison Foundation’s Institute
for Electric Innovation (IEI) estimate that 9.6 million EV
1
2
3
4
5
6

charging ports will be required by 2030.5 Charging to
support mass adoption will include home-based chargers
(mostly Level 16 and Level 2), parking lot charging (Level 2
and DCFCs), and urban or corridor charging hubs (mostly
high-power DCFCs).

A Clarion Call for a Proactive Utility Role
Utilities can facilitate this EV transition, or—without
sufficient planning and investment—hinder EV adoption.
Knowing that an electrified future is in the best interest
of the utility and society, this report loudly proclaims:
Be prepared and be proactive. Planning ahead for a
variety of deployment scenarios can better address a wide
range of internal and external challenges.
Realizing that many utilities cannot spend ratepayer money
until it is reasonable and prudent, do what is possible
to build out the internal processes by taking steps such
as designating staff leads and fostering strong customer
and community relationships. Utility strategies will vary
depending on local market conditions, utility governance
structure, customer mix, number of customers, geographic
location, and available utility resources. These strategies
must also evolve over time as EV adoption grows, but
all utilities should begin preparing today for a future of
significant EV penetration.
This report was written by experts in the industry that are
witnessing the transition in real time. They are experiencing
the growing pains of transportation electrification and
have provided their recommendations for the benefit of
all readers. This paper combines results from an industry
survey with personal insights of utility industry experts
to deliver a comprehensive set of recommendations and
best practices for improving how utilities support, plan and
deploy EV charging infrastructure. The report is primarily
targeted to the utility industry, but non-utility readers can
also benefit from its insights.
This transition may happen faster than anyone can
imagine. The world has witnessed the impact of disruptive

Bloomberg New Energy Finance, 2019. Electric Vehicle Outlook 2019. https://about.bnef.com/electric-vehicle-outlook/.
Navigant forecast provided in April 2019 to SEPA staff. See also: EEI/IEI, November 2018, EV Sales Forecast and the Charging Infrastructure
Required through 2030.
National Renewable Energy Laboratory, 2018, Electrification Futures Study: Scenarios of Electric Technology Adoption and Power Consumption for
the United States.
Navigant, 2Q 2018, EV Charging Equipment Market Overview, Table 4.7
EEI/IEI, November 2018, EV Sales Forecast and the Charging Infrastructure Required through 2030.
Level 1 chargers are expected to have negligible impacts on the electric grid, so they are not a focus of this report.
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technologies before and those that are prepared and can
quickly adapt usually fare the best. We encourage you to
be part of our community as we work together to move
towards an electrified future.

Planning and Collaboration are Key
Planning for the increased adoption of distributed energy
resources (DERs)—such as rooftop solar, battery storage
and EVs—is an emerging challenge for utilities. While the
increase in DERs is part of this challenge, transportation
electrification in many ways is the most significant.
The number of variables that planning engineers must
consider when planning for transportation electrification
is significant.
According to the industry insights SEPA has compiled,
many utilities do not incorporate EV load growth into their
distribution planning process. Of those utilities that do, it
is through less sophisticated forecasting methods that do
not take into account the propensity for clustering or fleet
electrification.
Effective deployment of EV charging infrastructure to
ensure reliability and minimize cost requires robust
planning, careful execution, and close coordination
between electric utilities and any non-utility stakeholders
involved in these projects. If done well, utilities could
improve customer engagement, grow revenue, and
minimize system impacts, among other benefits.
Supporting accelerated deployment will likely exceed
the capacity of existing electrical infrastructure in the
near term, and will require upgrades and new capacity
deployment, typically taking many months and sometimes
years—due to distribution planning, regulatory approval
and project construction cycles.7 As the industry moves
towards higher speed charging, the amount of time
required and the costs to deploy charging infrastructure
will increase. Consideration of opportunities to mitigate
costs and incorporate load management strategies to
minimize on-peak charging must start now.
More important, early collaboration between site
developers and utility planners will be required to reduce
costs and shorten the deployment time. This report
identifies proactive customer engagement as one of the
most important tools for utilities to minimize future grid
impacts from EV charging infrastructure rollouts. Utilities
will also need to work with stakeholders such as regulatory
commissions, local permitting agencies, local/state/federal
governments, automakers, technology vendors, and
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engineering and construction firms to reduce barriers and
streamline processes across the industry.

Utility Opportunities to Minimize
Infrastructure Challenges
Traditional utility cost allocation methods have the
potential to make the per-port costs of some charging
installations very high. However, the use of charging
control systems, on-site generation, storage, and demand
response can serve to help control costs, and provide
other ancillary benefits.
Opportunities exist for utilities to get out in front of these
issues by making strategic investments in the infrastructure
leading up to the to the EV supply equipment (EVSE) itself.
These investments can provide financial support for costs
between the charger and the distribution transformer, and
proactively identify where utility-side grid upgrades will
likely be needed as EV adoption grows. In some scenarios,
utility ownership of the EVSE itself may be appropriate.
Utilities can also assist development through revenue
credits or Contribution in Aid of Construction (CAIC). But
they must strike a careful balance between future-proofing
for expected EV growth—to enable faster adoption—and
investing prudently in infrastructure upgrades to maintain
reasonable rates for all customers.
Utilities should assess the needs of all segments of the
EV market and all types of customers to inform their
strategies for supporting EV growth. This should include
single-family home residential customers, multi-unit
dwelling residential customers, commercial customer
workplace sites, commercial and public fleet depots (from
light-duty passenger vehicles to medium- and heavy-duty
buses and trucks), and shared/public charging sites for
all vehicle classes. It should also include consideration of
equity for disadvantaged communities, to ensure that the
benefits of transportation electrification are shared among
all customers.
Potentially more significant, however, would be for utilities
to make internal investments through the development
of a comprehensive EV strategy; formation of an internal
transportation electrification team to better streamline
decision-making processes, reduce costs, and prevent
information silos; and improvement of the internal
processes for utility-owned EV charging infrastructure
and customer-side EV infrastructure. These topics will
be covered in a forthcoming paper by the working group
authors.

Utilities routinely incorporate new electric loads like new buildings into the distribution grid, but EV charging infrastructure does bring some
unique challenges: large/high-power DCFC sites with low load factors, rural sites where the existing grid is relatively weak, and large clusters of
Level 2 chargers in residential areas.
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Paying attention to emerging transportation electrification
trends, exploring new utility business models, and
constantly refining the utility approach to EV charging
infrastructure will help utility leaders minimize risks
and maximize benefits from one of the biggest energy
transitions the utility industry has seen.

What’s In the Report
This report describes typical utility and industry practices
today and outlines how utilities can prepare for increasing
EV charging infrastructure deployment. A complete list of
topics is in Table 1.

Table 1: Report Overview
The Electric Vehicle
Challenge

This section builds the case for a strong utility role in transportation electrification
and provides background information on 1) the trends and drivers around vehicle
adoption, 2) future utility impacts from EV load, and 3) non-traditional utility solutions.

Meeting the Needs
of the Customer

Makes the case for a strong customer engagement strategy and a better
understanding of the customer and stakeholder challenges for EV infrastructure
deployment.

Opportunities to Minimize
EV Infrastructure Challenges

Dives deeper into the utility process focusing on installation timelines, cost ranges and
components, and determining who pays for necessary grid infrastructure upgrades.

Utility Planning, Forecasting,
and Load Management

Highlights recommended considerations for assessing local grid impacts, available
utility distribution planning tools, customer input required for utility load forecasting,
available customer planning tools, and load management strategies.

Emerging Trends

Features the next generation of transportation electrification options, new utility
business models, and opportunities for fleet electrification.

Conclusion

Identifies the key takeaways from the report and ways readers can help develop future
solutions as part of the SEPA community.

Appendices

§§ Appendix A: A glossary of terms
§§ Appendix B: A complete list of charging infrastructure levels
§§ Appendix C: A list of supporting technology and grid infrastructure components
§§ Appendix D: EV charging use cases
§§ Appendix E: Basics about utility distribution planning and infrastructure
upgrades
§§ Appendix F: EV charging infrastructure safety protocols
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1) Introduction
Electric vehicle (EV) adoption has grown significantly in
the United States and other major economies over the
last several years, with U.S. EV sales increasing from a few
thousand in 2010 to a cumulative 1.26 million vehicles
as of June 2019.8 According to a report by Accenture,
EV adoption is poised for rapid acceleration due to a
confluence of several factors: falling costs, financial
incentives, desire to reduce environmental impacts and
dependence on fossil fuels, and rising consumer interest.
The report highlighted the U.S. as one of the most
attractive EV markets for auto manufacturers in the world.9
On the other hand, there are factors that may hinder EV
adoption. According to a recent survey by The Harris Poll,
on behalf of Volvo, the top barriers to adoption are range
anxiety, lack of charging infrastructure, higher upfront
costs for EVs, lack of trust or familiarity with EV technology,
limited selection and availability of EV models, and lack
of consumer awareness.10 To ensure that EV growth
continues, it is necessary to mitigate these barriers.

This report addresses some of the hurdles to EV
charging infrastructure investments in the United
States. By taking a proactive role in the planning
and deployment of EV charging infrastructure,
utilities can help remove bottlenecks and increase EV
adoption among their customers, improve customer
engagement, grow revenues, effectively leverage
internal resources, and take advantage of new
business models.
According to a recent Black & Veatch survey of electric
utilities, many are taking steps to prepare for fleet EV
adoption (Figure 1).11 At the top of the list is planning
grid infrastructure upgrades (34%), but utilities are also
implementing upgrades, working with fleet operators
who are purchasing EVs, and developing appropriate
rate structures for EV fleet customers. In other words,
a substantial number of utilities expect EV growth and
are preparing. However, 24% of survey respondents are
not preparing, and the authors believe that most utilities

Figure 1: Utility Approaches to Prepare for Growing Fleet EV Adoption
34.3%

Planning for utility infrastructure upgrades
22.9%

Doing trial projects with new ﬂeet operators

22.9%

Watching the EV market and waiting before deploying
our limited resources
Developing (or enhancing) time-of-use rate structure
to encourage load shifting

21.4%
18.9%

Implementing utility infrastructure upgrades

17.4%

Approaching ﬂeet operators about possible EV conversions

23.9%
35

30

25

We are not preparing
20

15

10

5

0

Source: Black & Veatch, Strategic Directions: Electric Survey Results 2019. N=892.12

8

Electric Drive Transportation Association, “Electric Drive Sales,” retrieved in May 2019, https://electricdrive.org/index.php?ht=d/sp/i/20952/
pid/20952
9 Accenture, 2016, “EV Market Attractiveness,” https://www.accenture.com/_acnmedia/pdf-37/accenture-electric-vehicle-market-attractiveness.
pdf
10 Harris Poll/Volvo, 2018, “The State of EVs in America,” https://www.media.volvocars.com/us/en-us/media/pressreleases/248305/poll-findsamericans-feel-electric-vehicles-are-the-future-of-driving
11 Black & Veatch. 2019. Strategic Directions Report Electric Survey. N=892. https://pages.bv.com/SDR-Electric-Download.html?utm_
source=sepa%20report&utm_medium=native&utm_campaign=fleet&utm_content=electric%20sdr19
12 Black & Veatch. 2019. Strategic Directions Report Electric Survey. N=892. https://pages.bv.com/SDR-Electric-Download.html?utm_
source=sepa%20report&utm_medium=native&utm_campaign=fleet&utm_content=electric%20sdr19
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should be doing more to support and accelerate EV
charging infrastructure deployment.
Utility strategies will vary depending on local market
conditions, utility governance structure, customer mix,
number of customers, geographic location, and available
utility resources. For example, smaller utilities may not be
able to dedicate the resources, but could instead leverage
the work of partners, such as non-profit organizations and
generation & transmission organizations (G&Ts). These
strategies must also evolve over time as EV adoption
grows, and now is the time to begin mitigating the risks
of EV adoption, while also maximizing associated benefits
and seizing emerging opportunities, before adoption truly
takes off.
This report is the product of the SEPA Electric Vehicle
Working Group, Distribution Planning Subcommittee. It was
written for a utility audience, but can also be a resource
for non-utility stakeholders wanting to understand utility
processes related to EV charging infrastructure.

The authors intend to help the electric utility industry
scale up the accommodation and integration of EV
charging infrastructure, so the benefits of transportation
electrification can be realized as widely and quickly as
possible. This report is divided into five sections to argue
for a stronger utility role in transportation electrification,
which include:
nn Defining the utility challenges around transportation
electrification
nn Working collaboratively with and understanding the
needs of customers
nn Reducing utility-related EV infrastructure deployment
timelines
nn Improving the utility planning and forecasting methods
to prepare for deployment and initiating
load management strategies
nn Understanding emerging technology trends and
developing new utility business models that address
customer needs and create new revenue streams

2) The Electric Vehicle Challenge
Before understanding the utility solutions to EV
infrastructure challenges, it is important to understand
1) the trends and drivers around vehicle adoption, 2)
future utility impacts from EV load growth, and 3) nontraditional utility solutions. This section addresses these
three areas to make the case for a strong utility role in
transportation electrification.

Key Takeaways:
nn EVs are coming: Electric vehicles and their
corresponding charging infrastructure are expected
to increase concurrent with battery price declines that
make EVs more cost-effective than internal combustion
engine vehicles. Driver charging preferences and
economics will also influence the rate of charge and
types of charging infrastructure deployed.
nn Utility and customer coordination is key: Fleets
and charging infrastructure developers should consult
with their utility as early as possible in the project
planning process to understand potential electricity
service requirements and timelines. Customer
engagement is one of the most important tools for

How Utilities Can Succeed

utilities to minimize future grid impacts from EV
charging infrastructure rollouts.
nn Utilities need to plan ahead to minimize grid
impacts: The future will bring an increasing number of
public, corridor, fleet, or private charging sites of multimegawatt scale, which will require a more in-depth
planning effort than for the smaller charging sites built
to date.
nn New technology opportunities: Traditional utility
service is the default option for most EV customers
to charge their vehicles, even if they consider on-site
backup generation or storage. However, distributed
energy resources could provide a variety of options that
customers can use in lieu of traditional energy services
and may reduce the need for utility upgrades.
nn Customer expectations for service will increase:
Utilities must prepare to meet customer expectations
for cost, reliability and environmental impact.
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A. EV Adoption and Charging Infrastructure Trends
EV Growth
According to industry forecasters, over the next few
decades, EVs are likely to replace internal combustion
engine vehicles as the dominant type of personal and
commercial transportation. Bloomberg New Energy Finance
projects that 57% of new U.S. passenger vehicle sales and
56% of new light commercial vehicle sales will be electric
by 2040.13 Navigant forecasts that the cumulative EV sales
will reach over 20 million in 2030 with an annual energy
consumption of 93 TWh in the U.S.14 According to models
by the federal National Renewable Energy Laboratory,
electrified transportation may consume between 58 to
336 TWh of electricity annually by 2030 depending on the
rate and type of vehicle deployment.15

EV Charging Infrastructure Growth
In addition to growth in EV purchases, forecasts predict
significant EV charger deployment. Navigant estimates
approximately 1.2 million charging ports exist in North
America as of 2018 and will grow to over 12.6 million
by 2027.16 Edison Electric Institute (EEI) and the Edison
Foundation’s Institute for Electric Innovation (IEI) estimate
that 9.6 million EV charging ports will be required by 2030

(Figure 2).17 Scaling EV infrastructure is imperative to meet
the rising demand of electric cars, trucks and buses.
To meet customer demand, deployment of new charging
infrastructure must be coordinated with the growth of EV
adoption. EV purchasers will require access to adequate
charging infrastructure as a condition of their purchase
decision. For large EV charging infrastructure projects, the
utility service connections could take months or even years
to implement, due to the complexity of distribution system
planning, capital requirements and approval processes.
These utility processes can affect charger and vehicle
deployment plans, if not coordinated in advance.

Battery Price Declines Anticipated
Advancements in battery capacity, computing power and
efficient power electronics continue to reduce costs and
increase performance of EV models across all market
segments. Coupled with steady increases in energy
density, this translates directly into a growing set of
vehicle applications and duty cycles that can be electrified
cost-effectively. While consumer vehicle adoption relies
on individual preferences, commercial and public fleet
adoption depends more on financial considerations, in

Figure 2: EEI/IEI Forecast for EV Charging Infrastructure in 2030 by Location
1%
Public DC Fast Charging
100,000 Ports

9.6 Million
Charge Ports
Needed by 2030

8%
Public Level 2 Charging
800,000 Ports
13%
Workplace Level 2 Charging
1,200,000 Ports

78%
Home Level 2 Charging
7,500,000 Ports
Source: EEI/IEI, 2018.18

13 Bloomberg New Energy Finance, 2019. Electric Vehicle Outlook 2019. https://about.bnef.com/electric-vehicle-outlook/.
14 Navigant forecast provided in April 2019 to SEPA staff. See also: EEI/IEI, November 2018, EV Sales Forecast and the Charging Infrastructure
Required through 2030.
15 National Renewable Energy Laboratory, 2018, Electrification Futures Study: Scenarios of Electric Technology Adoption and Power Consumption for
the United States.
16 Navigant, 2Q 2018, EV Charging Equipment Market Overview, Table 4.7
17 EEI/IEI, November 2018, EV Sales Forecast and the Charging Infrastructure Required through 2030.
18 EEI/IEI, November 2018, EV Sales Forecast and the Charging Infrastructure Required through 2030.
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particular low total cost of ownership. The increase in EV
volume production, along with the decrease in battery cost,
increases the likelihood of a viable solution for all market
segments.

As presented in the recent Bloomberg New Energy Finance
Lithium-Ion Battery Price survey (Figure 3), battery prices
are seeing year-over-year declines that have defied all prior
forecasts and could reach $100 per kilowatt-hour (kWh) in
the next few years.19

Figure 3: Lithium-ion Battery Price Survey Results (Volume-weighted Average), 2018
22%

Battery Pack Price
(real 2018 $/kWh)

1,200

1,160

1,000

21%
899

800

8%
707

600

11%
650

35%
577

23%
373

400

26%
288

200
0

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

18%
214

2017

176

2018

Source: Bloomberg New Energy Finance, 2019.20 Note: the data in this chart has been adjusted to be in real 2018 dollars.

Driver Charging Preferences and Economics Will Dictate Future Utility Upgrades
Individual Drivers: Individual drivers have the flexibility
to charge in multiple locations, such as home, work
and on the go at different power levels to suit their
dwell times, battery capacity and unique transportation
requirements. Larger batteries open new opportunities
for longer-range travel as well as the ability to charge less
frequently. Consumers will gravitate toward the lowest
cost and most convenient charging patterns that fit their
lifestyle and access needs.21
When available, topping off with a Level 1 or 2 charge
can meet the majority of fueling needs for light-duty
vehicles with relatively short daily commutes or long
dwell times. For those living in apartments, or who
cannot economically install charging infrastructure at
their homes and lack access to workplace charging, the
speed of high-power DCFC is a potential game changer
that enables these consumers to switch to EVs.

Mass consumer EV adoption requires ubiquitous access
to charging stations. Outside of charging at single-family
homes, this will include:
nn Parking lots and facilities with a high ratio of
electrified parking spaces where vehicles are parked
for multiple hours. Driven by the facility size, this
translates into a handful to hundreds of electrified
parking spaces within residential communities,
workplaces, select venues and other commuterfriendly consolidated parking areas (such as parkand-ride lots).
nn High-powered charging hubs positioned strategically
in urban and suburban areas and along travel
corridors scaled to meet the demands of local or
visiting EV drivers at their destination or mid-journey.
(continued)

19 BloombergNEF, 2019, “A Behind the Scenes Take on Lithium-ion Battery Prices,” https://about.bnef.com/blog/behind-scenes-take-lithium-ionbattery-prices/.
20 BloombergNEF, 2019, “A Behind the Scenes Take on Lithium-ion Battery Prices,” https://about.bnef.com/blog/behind-scenes-take-lithium-ionbattery-prices/.
21 For example, drivers are increasingly using free workplace charging programs over home charging. Fleetcarma, July 2019, “Charge the North:
Results from the world’s largest electric vehicle charging study.”
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Driver Charging Preferences and Economics Will Dictate Future Utility Upgrades (continued)
In both cases, charger utilization rates may be hard to
predict in advance and will vary significantly by location, as
a function of EV population, pricing, reliability, proximity,
amenities and convenience. Thus, the business case
for consumer EV charging infrastructure will often be
uncertain.
Commercial Fleet: Commercial fleets will be a major
source of EV demand, and will require specific charging
infrastructure solutions, either at private facilities, such
as vehicle depots or distribution centers where vehicles
are charged while goods are loaded and unloaded,
or in shared charging plazas. The speed with which
fleet managers will electrify their fleets depends on
operational constraints, the total cost of operation, and
the parameters of their existing facilities. As EV economics
improve, fleet managers will be able to obtain a wider

range of EVs covering all types of applications, drive cycles
and duty cycles. In contrast to consumer EVs, commercial
fleets often have more predictable duty cycles, so it will be
easier to justify investment in fleet charging infrastructure
since the business case will be more certain.
Either scenario—hundreds of Level 2 chargers or highpower DCFC—may expand to quickly exceed existing
electric service capacity, forcing utility service upgrades,
and will require proactive utility planning to keep pace
with EV adoption, particularly in large EV fleet depots.
Black & Veatch’s 2019 annual electric utility survey found
that 82.5% of utility respondents expect to see multiple
sites in their service territory over the next five years
where fleet charging loads will exceed 5 MW (Figure 4).
In fact, 28% of utilities expect more than 15 such projects
in the next five years.

Figure 4: Utility Expectations for Fleet Charging Projects
17.5%

28.2%
How many EV ﬂeet charger installation projects
(5 MW or more) do you anticipate will provide
load to you in the next ﬁve years?
More than 15 projects
5-15 projects
Less than 5 projects
None

34.0%

20.4%

Source: Black & Veatch, Strategic Directions: Electric Survey Results 2019.22

B. Grid Impacts of Increasing EV Power Levels
In the early years of the EV industry when adoption was
mostly limited to small passenger vehicles with relatively
small battery capacity, charging infrastructure was
correspondingly small-scale. Most EV drivers used Level
1 charging at an existing outlet (particularly plug-in hybrid
electrics (PHEVs)) or a Level 2 EVSE installed at their
residence. Workplace charging sites generally consisted

of a few Level 2 EVSEs. Public charging sites were usually
a combination of a few Level 2 alternating current (AC)
chargers and one or two DCFCs with 50-kW capacity, which
was typically the maximum charging rate for a light-duty
EV.23 Timelines to install such projects were usually several
months.

22 Source: Black & Veatch. 2019. Strategic Directions Report Electric Survey. https://pages.bv.com/SDR-Electric-Download.html?utm_
source=sepa%20report&utm_medium=native&utm_campaign=fleet&utm_content=electric%20sdr19
23 The exception would be early Tesla supercharger stations, which typically have at least 4-6 chargers in one location and higher power levels of at
least 90 kW.
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However, the paradigm is changing. While residential
charging is unlikely to go beyond Level 2, public charging
for passenger vehicles and fleet-charging infrastructure
for medium- and heavy-duty vehicles is rapidly increasing
in scale and voltage, and the peak load of each site is
increasing. Larger public charging sites could consist of
10 to 50 DCFCs, with a capacity of up to 350 kW each,
and the potential to go higher. Fleet-charging depots for
transit and school buses, utility work vehicles, delivery
trucks, and other large EVs could have both Level 2 and
DCFCs for several hundred vehicles at varying power levels,
depending on the use case. In the near future, we could
see interstate corridor charging plazas, as well as private
“behind the fence” chargers, for Class 8 trucks with multiple
chargers that might each provide 1 MW (with provisions for
up to 4.5 MW) of DC fast-charging capacity.
The future will bring an increasing number of
public, corridor, fleet, and private charging sites on
the multi-megawatt scale, requiring a much more
significant planning effort (including issues related
to voltage, power factor, and power quality) than the
smaller charging sites built to date.24
In addition to upgrading the utility service or customer
transformer at a particular site, utilities may need to
upgrade the distribution infrastructure (conductors,
capacitors, switches, etc.) serving the site, or build brand-

new substations. These are major investments for both
the utility customer and the utility, which could require
a multiyear lead-time. The multi-month/year timelines
for utilities to complete such projects will be significantly
different from the typical multi-week timeline for installing
EV charging infrastructure behind the customer meter.
As shown in Figure 5 growth of high-load charging
sites will drive a step change in charging infrastructure
requirements, including the need for larger capital
investments and higher voltage systems within the
transportation industry. It is important to note that
higher-power systems drive greatly increased costs.
Experts predict a major increase in the cost to deploy this
portfolio of more powerful charging infrastructure. If major
distribution upgrades are required, the cost per port may
be very high. Lacking a utility EV charging infrastructure
program, general utility cost allocation principles focus
on customer cost causation, and typical engineering
processes and calculations are used to allocate costs and
estimate cost recovery based on infrastructure utilization.
Technology—such as active control of charging systems
(known as smart or managed charging), facility energy
management system integration, energy storage utilization,
on-site generation and demand response (including nonwires alternatives)—can play a key role in reducing utility
system impacts and associated costs as well as reducing

Figure 5: Step Change in Charging Infrastructure Requirements
Larger Batteries
Higher Power Charging
Higher Utilization Vehicles

High-Power Corridors
Urban Charging Hubs & Depots
Freight Movement Facilities

Higher Voltages, Conductive, Inductive

Aviation

New Applications and Venues

Autonomous

Larger Capital Requirements
Power Delivery Requirements
Schedule Risk Management
Least Regret Investments
>Energy Procurement, Power Delivery, Infrastructure Deployment Strategies Required
Source: Black & Veatch, 201925
24 For those interested in U.S. national data on EV adoption to date plus county-level data, as well as forecasts of future EV adoption and associated
charging infrastructure, please see the information available from the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI), Overview of EV Market and PHEV
Technology, Palo Alto, CA: 2019. 3002017099. EPRI also offers a service to its utility members to perform similar analysis for specific utility territories.
25 Black & Veatch, 2019, “Electric Fleets: Moving beyond pilots for the real benefits.”
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ongoing charging infrastructure operational costs. These
technologies, as described in Appendix C, can also
mitigate potential impacts and create grid and system-wide
benefits. Distribution infrastructure impacts are discussed
in Appendix E.
Higher power levels and faster charging times are not
the goals in and of themselves. While the market is
demanding these attributes in many cases, the design of
charging infrastructure should always be based on the
duty cycles of the EVs to be served and the associated
costs. If a duty cycle can accommodate slower charging
times because of longer vehicle dwell times, and is unlikely
to change in the future, it may make sense to plan for
low-power charging equipment. High-power equipment
should only be installed when justified by the use case,
as unnecessarily high charging capacity can delay project
completion, result in extra costs, trigger upgrades to the
utility distribution grid that ultimately increase utility rates,
and potentially over-allocate capacity causing shortages
elsewhere. Rightsizing of charging infrastructure—based
on a realistic estimate of current and future EV duty cycles
with a sufficient buffer—is key to optimizing system costs
over the life of the charging infrastructure.
On the other hand, with new vehicle types coming to
the market, increasing battery sizes, and charging power
levels continuing to rise, consideration of future-proofing
is warranted. This especially applies to customer-side

switchgear and conductors. Building in the capacity to
handle the next generation of vehicles may be prudent
to prevent the early replacement of switchgear and
conductors.
Jordan Smith, Senior Engineer for Grid Technology and
Modernization with Southern California Edison, succinctly
summarized the issue: “Utilities continuously gather
information about customer plans for growth. This is fed
into utility grid planning cycles of 5 to 10 years, identifying
grid components needing upgrades. It’s very dynamic
on the customer side, with frequent change, so we keep
an eye on things and adapt as needed. It’s a delicate
balance to contain total system costs and support growth
economically and with consideration of all customers.
Infrastructure investment is for the long term, so we
should plan together carefully.”
It will be critical for utilities and the developers of the
charging infrastructure to collaborate as early as possible
in the project planning process to ensure all parties
set expectations appropriately, and proactively resolve
potential project barriers. Early collaboration can help
maintain the project timeline, manage costs, and ensure
reliable service. In summary, customer engagement
is one of the most important tools for utilities to
minimize future grid impacts from EV charging
infrastructure rollouts. Further insights are provided in
the “Meeting the Needs of the Customer” section.

C. Alternatives to Traditional Grid Upgrades
Today, traditional utility service is the default option for
most EV customers to charge their vehicles, even if they
consider some sort of on-site backup generation or storage.
However, utility-provided energy supply is not the only
option. Distributed energy resources can provide a variety
of options that customers can use in lieu of traditional
energy services and may reduce otherwise required
utility upgrades, though they may require interconnection
approval. Many companies are now identifying opportunities
to cater to this emerging industry, and EV charging
companies are exploring a variety of options that reduce
costs and provide quicker interconnection times.
For example, Electrify America (EA) announced plans in early
2019 to install more than 100 behind-the-meter energy
storage projects over the course of the year to reduce
operational costs, including utility demand charges.26 At
publication, EA was working through utility interconnection
processes and had begun battery installations at several
locations. Current battery prices justify energy storage only

in locations with high demand charges and/or incentives.
EA believes that battery storage is an essential investment
for the sustainability of EA’s charging network, given current
utility rates. However, on-site energy storage introduces
additional challenges by increasing the amount of initial
capital needed for each site, as well as often increasing the
number of parking spaces required, which can result in
some locations being unbuildable due to space limitations.
Proactive utilities could treat this as an opportunity and
encourage charging infrastructure operators to install
storage in locations that are beneficial to the grid. This
encouragement could be via distribution-level time-varying
price signals, incentive programs, or by offering “community
storage” programs that site storage in utility-preferred
locations.
Other customers are considering microgrids to supply
power from self-generated onsite power and battery
storage facilities to reduce costs, increase resilience and
leverage distributed generation to improve their carbon

26 Electrify America, February 2019, Electrify America to Add Battery Storage to More Than 100 New Charging Stations, https://elam-cms-assets.
s3.amazonaws.com/inline-files/Electrify%20America%20Announces%20Tesla%20as%20Battery%20Powerpack%20Supplier%202.4.2019.pdf
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footprint (e.g., in regions where customers view utility power
as too costly, unreliable, or dirty). Most of these customers
maintain a utility connection for reliability due to concerns
about maintaining EV fleet operations. In operation, the
revenue returned to the utility may not recover the costs to
serve the customer, in which case the customer may have to
pay for a portion of the utility infrastructure cost. In addition
to physical solutions, software-based load management
could also mitigate utility service upgrades and costs.

EV adoption will create new customer needs in a variety of
forms, and utilities must prepare to become the electric
fuel provider that meets customer expectations for cost,
reliability and environmental impact. As discussed in the
Emerging Trends section, available alternatives may open
doors to new utility business models using distributed
energy resource technologies in front of and behind the
meter.

3) Meeting the Needs of the Customer
Utilities play a critical role in ensuring a smooth transition
to an electric future by being the trusted energy advisors
to their customers. Based on industry feedback collated
for this report, non-utility stakeholders relied heavily on
the expertise of utility staff to get critical information for
their projects. This section describes the barriers to EV
infrastructure projects today and opportunities to develop
customer resources and activities that would be most useful
to customers.

Key Takeaways:
nn Serve as the Trusted Advisor: Focus on making the
customer experience around charging infrastructure
deployment as easy as possible by clarifying and
simplifying processes and acting as a trusted advisor to
your customer.
nn Be Honest About Your Starting Place: Every utility will
start from a different place, and could proactively identify

where there may be gaps in the customer journey and
ways to solve them.
nn Support Customers, EV Drivers, and Fleets: Directly
support EV charging infrastructure behind the customer
meter by offering innovative, flexible and supportive
programs. These programs should consider customer
choice and driver needs, new rates and programs
to support customer deployment of EV charging
infrastructure, and minimizing charging infrastructure
installation timelines.
nn Provide Transparency: Make EV information easily
accessible for customers and provide adequate online
materials. Dedicate a point of contact within the utility
that can help customers identify necessary resources.
nn Understand Stakeholder Challenges: Identify
stakeholders involved in charging infrastructure
deployment and minimize the challenges or barriers they
face.

A. Customer Needs and Utility Resources
Preliminary data gathered from a small sample set of nonutility stakeholders showcases some of the barriers to EV
charging infrastructure (Figure 6). While identification of
a compelling business case for EV charging infrastructure
investment was the most dominant concern, two of the top
five barriers were the utility design and construction process
to support electrical infrastructure and uncertainty around
utility processes, costs, and timelines. This suggests that
there could be an opportunity for electric utilities to take a
proactive role in minimizing some of the larger challenges
facing charging infrastructure deployment.
When asked which utility staff positions stakeholders most
commonly engaged on EV charging infrastructure projects,
the most popular response among the same non-utility
respondents was via direct contact with dedicated utility
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EV team members as shown in Figure 7. Regardless of the
point of interface, the group felt that utilities should ensure
that customers have access to knowledgeable EV staff as
resources to help them streamline their customer journey.
The group also indicated that direct relationships with utility
personnel seemed to most often provide the resource
support needed for an EV charging infrastructure project.
As shown in Figure 8, these stakeholders also frequently
referenced publicly available information (46%). Given
this, it could be helpful to ensure that all utility personnel
that touch an EV infrastructure project have adequate
information about the utility’s EV infrastructure-related
programs, processes and policies to ensure uniformity in
the information provided to external stakeholders.
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Figure 6: Barriers to EV Charging Infrastructure Deployment
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Source: Smart Electric Power Alliance, 2019. N=30. Respondents selected all that applied.

Figure 7: Utility Positions Engaged on EV Infrastructure Projects
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Figure 8: Resources Used for EV Infrastructure Projects
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Figure 9: How Utilities Support Customers with EV Charging Infrastructure Projects
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Conversely, the subset of electric utilities who responded
felt that they primarily supported EV charging infrastructure
projects through content on the utility website, followed
by the dedicated technical sales support team, and
relationships with EV and EVSE hardware vendors
(Figure 9). This may indicate a misalignment between utilities
and stakeholders on these communications.
Responses varied widely when asked how the utility could
improve the process for handling service upgrades and
new utility service requests. Responses included improving
customer relations, updating and editing their websites, and
adding more staff. Some also noted it was too early in their
respective EV programs to generate improvements.

Providing Infrastructure Guidance
According to subject matter experts, best-in-class
customer guidance on EV charging infrastructure decisions
includes multiple channels, such as:
nn EV ride and drive events
nn Customer contact center hotlines with specially trained
customer service representatives
nn Online self-service informational resources and
interactive tools
nn Technical sales support for sophisticated medium- and
heavy-duty customers
nn Staff designated to do onsite assessment with the
customer (these personnel should be well-versed in the
program details, as customers often want to discuss
them again)
EV customer engagement events can serve to educate
potential customers about EVs, and about effective charging
infrastructure planning and deployment. These events can
require significant time and money to plan and execute
effectively. However, the high-touch nature of these
events can streamline communication with the customer.
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Successive ride and drive events require less time and
money, and can yield increasingly stronger turnout.
Specially trained customer contact center representatives
are a costly, high-touch channel. However, their guidance
combined with robust online tools can minimize call
volume, while improving customer satisfaction. A robust
suite of self-service resources should include easy-tounderstand FAQs, a list of approved charging vendors and
installers, EV dealerships, fact sheets, and downloadable
infographics. Interactive tools like charging station maps
for the utility service area and rate calculator tools should
be included as well. To be effective, tools should provide
personalized and actionable guidance, taking into account
housing, commuting patterns, and electricity usage. More
information about these resources is available in the Utility
Planning, Forecasting, and Load Management Section.
When asked how utilities could better support service
requests for EV charging infrastructure projects, utility
responses varied widely. Common responses included:
1. Hiring more staff
2. Appointing a dedicated team for EV applications and
installations
3. Providing utility direct installations and funding
incentives for nonprofits and governmental agencies
4. Developing customer outreach programs, including
education and process guides
5. Teaming up with contractors for solutions and being a
trusted advisor
6. Training frontline customer service representatives
7. Expanding customer education to include information
about school and transit buses
8. Developing website and other materials to guide
customers through the vehicle/equipment selection,
design, permitting, and construction process
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9. Streamlining procurement and permitting processes
10. Ensuring that appropriate stakeholders are involved
in the processes

In addition to being a resource for the acquisition of
vehicles and charging infrastructure, utilities can also help
customers minimize infrastructure deployment challenges
as discussed in the next section.

Utility and Fleet Coordination is Key
Fleet operators and charging infrastructure developers
should consult with their utility as early as possible in
the project planning process to understand potential
service requirements and timelines. This will allow
system upgrades to be planned in concert with other
required utility customer upgrades and be timed and
sized appropriately as local EV adoption grows over
time. That said, there are key questions surrounding

the responsibilities, goals, and motivations of both
parties with respect to predicted EV load from that
infrastructure. For example, what happens if a fleet
commits to a certain amount of load, but then the
company decides to move overseas or it goes bankrupt?
Who is responsible for those upgrade expenses? While
some of those risks may be difficult to manage, what can
the utility do to more proactively plan for the future?

B. Stakeholder Roles and Challenges
In addition to understanding the customer, utilities should
be familiar with the roles of the stakeholders involved in
the planning and deployment of EV charging infrastructure

projects, as well as the challenges they face (Table 2). Any
role a utility can play in reducing these challenges will serve
the customer.

Table 2: Stakeholder Roles in EV Infrastructure Projects
Stakeholder

Description

Role in EV
Infrastructure Projects

Challenges They Face

The organization
that distributes
electricity to
customers in a
Electric Utility particular region.

Provides the electric connection to
the customer per approved electric
infrastructure plans. Some utility EV
programs provide most or all of the
infrastructure to charge the EVs. They
sometimes provide an EV charger
rebate or other charging infrastructure
funding, like incentives for open use of
standards.

Lack of certainty around EV growth in
service territory, leading to difficulty
incorporating EV load into planning
(e.g., an integrated resource plan at
the transmission level or a distribution
resource plan at the distribution level).
Cost recovery of EV infrastructure
programs and investments.

The person or
organization that
owns or leases
the facility where
EV charging
infrastructure
is installed and
is the utility
customer of
record.

Provides the parking, land or building
space for charging infrastructure,
and authorizes the construction
and installation and use of the
infrastructure. If facility is leased,
owner approval is needed. May also
operate the charging infrastructure to
align with specific use case.

Uncertainty around the use/demand
for the infrastructure, incurred costs to
install and/or maintain infrastructure,
impact on resale value of the property,
contractual obligations if the property is
sold before the required term, mismatch
between the lease term and utility/
electric vehicle supply provider (EVSP)
contract term, permitting and zoning
requirements, including Americans with
Disabilities Act (ADA), warranty and liability
considerations.

Site Host,
Customer
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Table 2: Stakeholder Roles in EV Infrastructure Projects (continued)
Stakeholder

Description

Role in EV
Infrastructure Projects

Challenges They Face

User of the charging infrastructure.

EV Driver/Fleet

The person(s) who
drives a personal
or commercial EV
and charges the
vehicle, and who
can opt in/out of
load management
programs (e.g., timeof-use rates or smart
charging programs).

A lack of adequate charging
infrastructure, cost to use equipment
and available payment methods,
enrollment in the corresponding
network, knowing availability of
charger (e.g., may be in use or out
of service), lack of understanding of
utility rates/programs.

Automakers

The manufacturer
who builds EVs and
makes them available
to drivers through
dealerships (e.g.,
Chevrolet and BMW)
or direct sales (e.g.,
Tesla).

Supports or directly invests in
EV charging network. Provides
materials and/or charging network
incentives to EV buyers. Involved
in local, state, and national
infrastructure regulatory and policy
discussions.

A lack of consumer access to
charging infrastructure to support EV
sales, the cost of direct investment,
maintenance, and electricity supply
for charging networks. Costs
associated with expensive battery
packs, marketing, and education/sales
support to dealerships.

EV Dealerships

Where salespeople
sell EVs to
consumers.

Provide information and help make
the EV sales.

High turnover of sales staff makes EV
education efforts challenging. Lack
of interest in selling EVs due to low
maintenance costs. Lack of available
on-site charging infrastructure.

EV Supply
Equipment
Manufacturers,
Distributors,
and Installers

The vendors who
manufacture,
distribute, and/or
install the EV charging
hardware for a
particular project.

Provides the hardware for a project
and in some cases also installs
the hardware directly or via a
third party. Markets and educates
the customer and third party on
features and installation, and
provides a warranty.

Significant competition despite
relatively small demand. Lack of
agreement around needed standards
and protocols for technologies,
including vehicle-grid integration.
Multiple standards for DCFC ports.

Project
Integrators

The consultant and/
or contractor who
designs, procures
equipment, and
installs charging
infrastructure at a site.

Assists the client with the technical
requirements for EV charging
infrastructure. Often facilitates the
permit process. Advises the client
on key project issues like siting to
reduce costs.

Spends significant time educating the
client and permitting agencies about
the technology, which adds more
time and costs to the project. Lack
of clarity around standards and best
practices.

EV Service
Provider

The company
that owns and/or
operates the charging
infrastructure
across multiple
sites. Typically leases
property from the
site host, but is often
the utility customer
of record for the
chargers.

Plans and deploys EV charging
networks across cities and regions.
Adds customer-facing features
to the charging equipment, such
as charger availability, payment
support, and app-based tools. Can
aggregate chargers for value-added
grid benefits, like managed charging.

Highly competitive industry and
difficult to turn a profit given low
utilization rates at many public
charging locations. Lack of clarity
from other third parties, like utilities,
on necessary-use cases and value of
certain services. Utility construction
timelines and utility rates can pose
challenges.
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Table 2: Stakeholder Roles in EV Infrastructure Projects (continued)
Stakeholder

Description

Role in EV
Infrastructure Projects

Challenges They Face

Charging
Software
Provider

The vendor who
provides software
as a service to the
owner/operator
of the charging
infrastructure. Open
standards like OCPP
allow chargers
from different
manufacturers to
integrate with a single
software back end.

Allows remote monitoring/
control of the chargers, often
including features like real-time
status, diagnostics, reporting, load
management, access controls,
payment processing, driver pricing,
etc.

Intense competition from many
software players in the market,
customers who do not understand
need for many features. Use of
open standards allows customers to
migrate to a new software provider.

Authority
Having
Jurisdiction
(AHJ)

The local authority
enforcing state
and local codes.
Implements permit
requirements and
sets permit pricing.

Provides the permit to install EV
charging infrastructure; inspects the
installation for safety and building
code compliance.

Lack of education and training among
agency staff for the technology. Need
to have consistency applying building
codes.

Nonprofits that can
help increase EV
awareness among
stakeholders.

Limited funding, lack of staffing, and
Often provide publicly accessible
low visibility given the small size of EV
tools and information to help
market.
consumers or fleets with a
purchasing decision. Often
advocate for certain policies and
regulations to promote EVs. Educate
stakeholders.

A local, state, or
national government
agency that may
provide policy
and regulatory
requirements,
authorize
investments,
incentives, or
administer grant
funding, develop EV
educational materials,
or other support for
EVs.

Provide the institutional support
and requirements for EV charging
infrastructure rollouts. Provide
clarity around goals and targets
for EV deployment. Approve the
expenses for infrastructure, such as
rate basing costs.

Community
Based
Organizations

Public Agency

Limited information, uncertainty
around future deployment,
competition with other institutional
priorities, election cycles, level of
interest among constituents, funding
availability.

Source: Smart Electric Power Alliance, 2019
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4) Opportunities to Minimize EV
Infrastructure Challenges
Typically, when large public and shared EV charging
infrastructure interconnection requests are submitted,
they undergo case-by-case review by the utility’s
engineering and service planning departments. Utility
distribution engineers study the impact of new EV charging
load on the distribution infrastructure and recommend
upgrades (when needed) for the distribution system
components to accommodate the new EV charging load.
Conventional solutions (e.g., such as upsizing transformers
or conductors) are often necessary. Distribution
system upgrade costs may be paid by the EV charging
infrastructure developers or customers, unless such EV
charging infrastructure is part of the investor-owned
utilities’ charging program (e.g., make-ready programs)
or covered by revenue credits or Contributions in Aid of
Construction.27
This section discusses three major considerations for
planning EV charging infrastructure needs: 1) power
delivery schedules, 2) upgrade costs and components,
and 3) who pays for the service connections and system
upgrades. Utilities have a key role to play in streamlining
and reducing barriers in these three areas to deploy
infrastructure quickly and easily.

Key Takeaways
nn Reduce Soft Costs: Identify strategies to reduce
soft costs for EV charging infrastructure installations,
including reducing man-hours required to perform
the engineering, service upgrade, and other relevant
processes; invest in solutions to easily access the status
of any project from any utility department to increase
transparency, similar to the interconnection software
available for distributed solar interconnection requests.

fastest charging time. Right-sizing is crucial to avoiding
unnecessary project delays, cost, and grid impacts.
nn Enforce Standards and Safety: Utilities, AHJs,
and other stakeholders in EV charging infrastructure
projects must insist that charging equipment meet
basic safety and functionality standards so that it is
reliable and safe. In addition to typical permitting
processes, utilities can drive this by publishing preapproved equipment lists. Continue to play a key
role in ensuring the safe, reliable and interoperable
operation of the electric grid, enforcing basic safety and
functional standards for EV charging infrastructure, and
supporting the use of open technical standards like
OpenADR 2.0b, ISO/IEC 15118, and Open Charge Point
Protocol (OCPP).
nn Fairly Distribute Costs: Determine how to distribute
costs of utility grid infrastructure and behind-the-meter
electrical infrastructure. Identify strategies to fairly
distribute those costs among users and the rate base.
Encourage these investments to help accelerate early
deployment of charging infrastructure.
nn Making Strategic Investments: Invest in strategic
infrastructure planning to prepare for EV charging
infrastructure service requests –particularly for
medium- and heavy-duty EV applications. Additionally,
consider direct utility investments in EV charging
infrastructure. These investments should also take into
account equity and environmental justice concerns—
ensuring that all customers benefit from this use of
utility funds.

nn Right-Size EV Charging Infrastructure: Stakeholders
should always keep in mind that faster charging is not
always necessary or better. If a particular EV’s duty
cycle is served by a low-power EVSE, then it may not
be necessary or cost-effective to install a high-power
solution. Balancing the total cost of operation with
the EV driver/owner experience and the vehicle duty
cycle should be the main goal, rather than claiming the
27 Private infrastructure projects, like residential EV charging installations, don’t undergo utility review unless they require home panel upgrades
from 200-amp to 400-amp ratings. Most utilities currently absorb costs associated with distribution system upgrades related to upsizing the
home panels for EV loads. Non-residential sites (e.g., charging infrastructure installed at private EV fleet depots) may not require utility review if
load calculations show that the existing utility service is sufficient to handle the increased load.
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A. Power Delivery Schedules Impact Costs
The type of upgrade equipment needed and the time
it takes to order and install this equipment affects the
schedule for energizing an EV charging installation. High
power charging for fleets, for example, may have charging
loads that exceed local feeder capacity and require new
or upgraded utility feeders, substation updates, or even a
new substation.
While a service extension may take place in two months,
a new feeder could take nine months to four years (and
if a new high-voltage transmission line is needed to
serve a substation, could be five to ten years). This is an
important consideration for fleet customers who could risk
having EVs delivered prior to their charging infrastructure
completion. Key factors that affect these timelines include:
nn the need for new property or right-of-way acquisition
nn permitting challenges
nn local political opposition

nn regulatory approvals for rate-basing new infrastructure
nn construction challenges in densely-populated areas
nn lead times for major electrical equipment like highvoltage transformers
nn age and quality of existing grid infrastructure
nn union labor requirements
Each utility maintains queues for interconnection, design,
permitting, right-of-way agreements and construction
to support power delivery for customers in their service
territories. While fleet load profiles, site specifics, and
available distribution grid power vary with each scenario,
fleet managers should understand the timing and
project planning needed for EV charging infrastructure.
The engineering firm Black & Veatch recommends
consideration of the typical ranges of potential schedule
impacts as shown in Table 3.

Table 3: Power Delivery Schedules
What is Involved

Typical Ranges
(Months)

No Distribution Circuit
Upgrades (up to 1 MW)

Often, site loads below 1 MW can be supported with a new service
transformer connected to the local distribution grid.

0-2

Supply Conductor Upgrade,
No Grid Upgrades
(up to 1 MW)

The supply conductor upgrade may require replacement to serve
the increased load. The service transformer may also be replaced
with a larger size.

0-2

Medium Voltage Service,
No Grid Upgrade
(up to 2 MW)

The manager may have to take primary service at medium voltage
to allow for multiple service transformers (customer-owned)
behind the meter if the site load exceeds standard service
transformer and low voltage switchboard ratings (typically around
3,000 A).

0-5

Grid Upgrade Deployment:
Re-conductor or New Line
Equipment (over 1 MW)

The overhead or underground wire may require upsizing to
increase the load capacity and improve voltage regulation on the
feeder if the charging load overloads the distribution circuit.

6-36

Substation Upgrade:
New Transformer Bank
(over 10 MW)

An overloaded transformer bank is either replaced by a larger bank
in the substation or an additional bank is added.

18-36

New Substation
(over 20 MW)

A new utility or dedicated high voltage substation may be required
for very large installations.

24-48

Potential Power
Delivery Upgrades

Source: Black & Veatch. 2019. Electric Fleets: 8 Steps to Medium and Heavy-Duty Fleet Electrification.28
Note: Example ranges—all power delivery scenarios are specific to a location, feeder access, existing, in queue projects and utility operating/ power
provisioning standards, and available land/ right of ways.

28 The information came from the extensive field experience, observations, and expertise of Paul Stith and Elizabeth Waldren, both from Black &
Veatch. https://pages.bv.com/FleetChargingeBook.html?utm_source=sepa%20report&utm_medium=native&utm_campaign=fleet&utm_
content=fleet%20ebook19
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B. Installation Costs and Components
Installation costs are determined by the distance of an
EV charging installation from the power source, the type
of equipment, the facilities where the chargers will be
installed (flat parking lot or underground parking garage),
and the types of utility upgrades triggered when the
installation exceeds the amount of electrical capacity
at a facility or on a circuit.

ready infrastructure on both sides of the meter, and
often includes utility upgrades). However, infrastructure
installations like the Los Angeles Metropolitan Transit
electric bus project, estimated $2 million for its single
site of 10 charge ports, averaging $200,000 per port, due
to the complexity of the project and amount of utility
upgrades required.31

Depending on a utility’s EV interconnection requirements,
utility-side of the meter costs most often include labor,
materials (e.g., transformer, cable duct), and design and
permitting costs up to the utility meter. Customer-side of
the meter costs include customer site design, planning,
engineering, construction labor (including trenching),
electric vehicle supply equipment (EVSE), and materials
from the utility meter to the stub-out of the charging
location. Additional costs may include back-office software
development, easement-related expenses, charging
equipment testing to verify that the charging stations meet
requirements of the program, all labor, non-labor such as
preparation of reports and creation of marketing materials,
and potential components (e.g., customer rebates). These
may be borne by the customer or the utility, depending on
the situation.

Level 2 charging ports averaged $14,000 per port for
the Southern California Edison Charge-Ready Phase 1
Program. Only those that met program requirements were
approved; however the customer site estimates requesting
approval ranged from $2,000 to $120,000 per port.32

The demand in kW needed to charge or power mediumand heavy-duty vehicles is significantly higher than for
light-duty vehicles. For example, BYD Auto Company’s
Class 8 trucks charge at 300 kW and some electric transit
buses such as those from Proterra may allow up to 500
kW, while many light-duty EVs charge at home at 1.4 kW
(Level 1) or 6.6 kW (Level 2).29 The cost of infrastructure
to serve high-power charging equipment is exponentially
more expensive, although it may not always be funded
solely by the customer, depending on whether the utility
uses expected customer revenue to offset upgrade costs
(known as revenue credits) or through Contributions in Aid
of Construction. When including these unique customer
site requirements in planning, some utilities consider a
medium and heavy-duty infrastructure contingency of
35% to mitigate for these elements, while a light-duty
EV charging installation program may consider a 10%
contingency fee.30
Some utilities use a high-power rule of thumb of $100,000
per port, with some pilot projects ranging from $50,000
to $75,000 per port (which includes chargers and make-

Utility Infrastructure New Service
and Service Upgrade Costs
Utilities’ new service or service upgrades can include
transformer upgrades, utility service upgrades or
distribution feeder upgrades. According to the small
sample of non-utility survey respondents, fees for utility
infrastructure service/upgrades related to EV charging
infrastructure differed by project capacity size (Figure 10).
nn For projects smaller than 100kW, utility fees ranged
from $1,000-$5,000 (40%), to $5,000-$10,000 (40%),
up to $10,000-$25,000 (20%).
nn For projects between 101-500kW, utility fees were
typically between $1,000-$5,000 and $10,000-$25,000.
nn For projects larger than 500kW, utility fees were
between $5,000- $10,000 (27.3%) and $10,000- $25,000
(36.4%), with some outliers ranging from $25,000$500,000.

Transformer Upgrade Costs
With transformers being a key element of utility service
upgrade costs, Table 4 reflects the City of Palo Alto Utilities
transformer upgrade costs estimates based on the
transformer ratings, location, and labor. The City of Palo
Alto, California has seen a very high adoption rate of EVs
(highest in the country in 2017). Utilities staff undertook
an assessment of the electric distribution system to
understand system capabilities to accommodate customer
adoption of EVs and to identify constraints. Staff found
that at the system level, there is sufficient capacity to
accommodate EV growth. However, some subcomponents
of the system, mainly distribution transformers, require

29 BYD, 2019, Electric Tough brochure, https://en.byd.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/07/8tt_redesign6-23-18.pdf and Proterra, 2019, Charging
website, https://www.proterra.com/technology/chargers/.
30 Information provided by Jordan Smith with Southern California Edison, 2019.
31 Information provided by Jordan Smith with Southern California Edison, 2019.
32 Information provided by Jordan Smith with Southern California Edison, 2019.
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Figure 10: Utility Infrastructure Service/Upgrade Costs, 0-500+ kW
0-100 kW
20.0%

101-500 kW
40.0%

500+ kW
40.0%

20.0%

9.1%

27.3%

9.1%

18.2%

40.0%

40.0%

36.4%

$1,000-5,000

$5,000-10,000

$10,000-25,000

$50,000-75,000

$75,000-100,000

$100,000+

$25,000-50,000

Source: Smart Electric Power Alliance, 2019. N=30.

Table 4: Transformer Upgrade Cost Estimates by the City of Palo Alto Utilities
Transformer Ratings
and Location

Equipment Costs ($)

Labor Costs ($)

Total Costs ($)

5 kVA to 25 kVA Pole Top

$1,000-$3,000

$3,000-$7,000

$4,000-$10,000

25 kVA Pad-mounted

$3,000-$7,000

$5,000-$9,000

$8,000-$16,000

75 kVA Pad-mounted

$7,000-$12,000

$7,000-$12,000

$14,000-$24,000

100 kVA-750 kVA Vault Mounted
(underground)

$7,000-$20,000

$11,000-$16,000

$18,000-$36,000

1,000 kVA or 25,000 kVA
Pad-mounted

$20,000-$50,000

$13,000-$20,000

$33,000-$70,000

Source: City of Palo Alto Utilities, 2019.33

further assessment and monitoring. Staff estimated
distribution transformers costs, based on inventory of
similar recently installed equipment.

Figure 11: Utility Threshold for Upgrading
Transformers
6

These cost estimates demonstrate that, if a utility
saw rapid EV adoption and did not plan distribution
upgrades proactively, replacing a significant portion of
its transformers could be a major unplanned expense.
Because they can mitigate these unplanned expenses,
managed charging programs can be a wise investment for
utilities that experience increasing EV adoption.

5

According to the group of utility respondents (Figure 11),
the utility threshold for upgrading transformers varied,
distributed as the following percentages of nameplate
rating: 100% (33%), 150% (33%), 125% (22.5%) and 11.1%

0

4
3
2
1
150% of
100% of
125% of
Nameplate Nameplate Nameplate
Rating
Rating
Rating

Other

Source: Smart Electric Power Alliance, 2019. N=18.

33 See: https://www.cityofpaloalto.org/civicax/filebank/documents/64445
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Customer-Side vs. Utility-Owned Charging Infrastructure
2. Faster, due to it being internally driven

The ownership of the charging infrastructure project
has a direct impact on the planning and deployment
process. (In this case, “customer-side” refers to both
projects owned by site hosts and by EVSPs.) The typical
utility interface ends at the meter, with utilities owning
the distribution infrastructure up to the meter, and
customers owning the infrastructure behind the meter.
However, utility ownership of certain equipment behind
the meter, including chargers and/or supporting “makeready” infrastructure, is expanding across the country.
A visual depiction of the various models of utility
investment in, and ownership of, charging infrastructure
is shown in Figure 12.

3. Requires just one contractor for project, instead
of multiple (both for design engineering and
construction), unless licensing requirements prohibit
a single contractor from doing work on both sides of
the utility meter
Slower
4. The process could take longer given internal utility
hurdles or bureaucratic process
No Difference

Among utilities who shared their insights for this report,
the impact of utility ownership of charging infrastructure
on the customer side of the meter generated a variety of
opinions about infrastructure deployment, including:
Faster
1. Fewer steps and coordination issues in planning and
design to build work steps

5. The process does not significantly change. The
customer planning and construction phases would
become the responsibility of the utility as opposed to
a third party or customer. The need for any customer
agreements would not be necessary but may be
replaced by other utility tasks such as property
acquisition. The timeline might be a little shorter due
to not having to coordinate with the customers on
the installations (i.e., access).

Figure 12: Models of Utility Investment in EV Charging Infrastructure
Utility
Distribution
Network

Utility
Pad-mounted
Transformer

Business as Usual
Utility/Contribution in Aid of Construction
Make-ready
Utility Investment

Meter

Panel

EV Charger

Electric Vehicle

Conductor
(Boring/Trenching)
Host Site Investment
Host Site Investment

Owner-operator
Utility Investment
Utility Incentive
Utility/Contribution in Aid of Construction

Source: M.J. Bradley & Associates, 2019.
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saying other. When asked what percentage of customers
are installing charging for the first time, the largest amount
of respondents stated that it was between 90% and 100%.

Utility Involvement in Promoting EVs
and Charging Infrastructure
Utilities are generally regulated by a commission or
governing board to ensure services are provided in a
standard, reliable, and safe manner. As such, they generally
must comply with rules for providing service to customers
in a way that recovers costs according to cost causation,
maintaining the system for all customers. In this traditional
view, EV charging service is considered the same as any
other customer load.
EVs offer the potential to provide significant system
benefits. First, the substitution of grid electricity for
petroleum as a transportation fuel counteracts a decline
in system load growth due to energy efficiency and
conservation, as well as self-generation. This growth allows
fixed system costs to be spread over more customers
and more energy sold, which applies downward pressure
on electric rates to the benefit of all customers.34 Second,
EV charging offers flexibility to shift charging to align with
off-peak system load. This makes it possible to increase
the overall utilization and efficiency of system generation,
transmission and distribution equipment, further lowering
the per-unit cost of energy. Third, the replacement of

petroleum combustion with electric transportation reduces
harmful emissions, benefiting all, while providing local
economic benefits by keeping a larger portion of dollars
spent on fuel within the local utility service territory.
For these reasons, many utilities are interested in investing
to support EV growth, and have proposed EV charging
infrastructure programs to their governing boards or
commissions. The motivation driving these proposals is
that ratepayer funding should build the infrastructure
that provides these benefits to the community. These
proposals have similarities, but they will vary by region,
board, and utility. The idea behind these programs is to
take advantage of utility expertise and core competencies,
speed of execution, customer relationships and system
integration, as well as the ability to spread the cost
among the entire rate base, to help overcome barriers
to transportation electrification. Doing so creates an
incremental rate impact to customers, but because the
customer base is large, the kWh increase is relatively small.
Utilities must support these requests by showing that the
benefits justify the cost.
Utility “make-ready” investment programs can help to
offset some of the high customer-side expenses. Other
options are discussed in the following section. Utilities
should carefully balance support for EV growth with
maintaining reasonable rates for all customers.

C. Determining Who Pays
When residential customers install EV charging that
triggers a service upgrade, like a larger transformer, they
typically don’t pay the direct costs associated with the
upgrade, since it benefits other homes on their street.
These costs are fully rate-based by the utility as with any
distribution infrastructure investment to support organic
growth. (Note: certain states may have different utility
regulations about who pays for such upgrades.)
For commercial and industrial customers, determining
who pays for service upgrades is more complex, and it is
important to understand that there are options. The best
way to understand these options is for the customer, the
customer’s contractor, and the utility to develop open lines
of communication early as they evaluate ways to pay for
upgrades related to EV charging infrastructure.
Approaches to covering the cost of a new service or service
upgrade for EV charging infrastructure include:

nn Customer pays—The customer pays the total cost of
their new service or service upgrade.
nn Ratepayer-funded programs—A utility EV charging
infrastructure program covers all or part of the cost of
the installation and equipment. Some programs cover
only the cost of the make-ready infrastructure and
require the customer to pay for the EVSE, others pay for
a portion of the overall costs, and others cover the total
cost of infrastructure and EVSE.
nn Commission or board approval programs—EV
charging infrastructure programs requiring the
submission of an RFP or grant application to apply
for designated funds, much like the ratepayer-funded
programs.
nn Revenue credits—A revenue credit is a utility
allocation of costs to help offset customer costs when
the infrastructure benefits other nearby customers
or is available to future customers, and that credit

34 Siemens estimates that each light-duty passenger EV will contribute approximately $3,300 in additional transmission and distribution revenue
over its service life, based on national average utility rates.
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can thereby be rate-based. Another basis for a utility
revenue credit is a customer with a large load joining
the system for sufficient duration to allow the utility to
recover its costs.
nn Line extension policy & CIAC—Many utilities
have line extension policies that provide incentives,
rebates, waivers or financing to reduce a customer’s
contribution towards the cost of upgrades needed
to serve a new load, known as Contribution In Aid of
Construction (CIAC). These policies, justified by the value
of the new, additive load supported by the investment,
can defray such costs, and in some jurisdictions are
designed to support line extensions, make ready, and
distribution upgrades for EV charging infrastructure.
According to the data collected, 43% of utilities provided a
revenue credit towards the cost of a new service or service
upgrades associated with EV charging infrastructure.35
Eight-three percent of utilities passed system upgrade
and new service costs for EV charging infrastructure to
the customer of record (e.g., net any revenue credits).36

(Note: some utilities do collect for new service costs, but
not system upgrades costs).
Another approach to reduce upgrade costs is for utility
or an engineering, procurement and construction firm to
order the required equipment in bulk, and reduce the cost
to the customer. In addition, turnkey projects implemented
by a single firm can be less expensive and quicker to
complete.
Each of these timeline and cost challenges demonstrate
the need for opening lines of communication among the
customer, the customer’s contractor, and the utility early in
the process. It is possible to mitigate these long timelines
by proactively planning and implementing grid upgrades
in advance of new EV charging infrastructure installation.
Doing so requires the customers to provide the utility with
reliable information about EV adoption plans.
The next section focuses on opportunities for utilities to
integrate customer planning into utility forecasting and
load management strategies.

5) Utility Planning, Forecasting,
and Load Management
Based on the qualitative industry data gathered, three of
the top utility challenges include uncertainty of future EV
load growth, customer management of EV charging costs,
and finding and implementing appropriate software tools
(Figure 13).
This section reviews various utility planning practices,
from the distribution grid level down to the individual
customer site level. It also focuses on utility distribution
planning tools, customer input for load forecasting,
customer planning tools for infrastructure siting, and
load management strategies to prepare utilities for
transportation electrification deployment.

Key Takeaways:
nn Integrate EVs into Planning Tools: Improve utility
forecasting and grid planning with comprehensive
customer input that reflects projected EV and charging
infrastructure deployment. Publish aggregated charging
and utility service planning data to help improve local,
regional, and national planning.

nn Enhance Distribution Planning: The distribution of
EV adoption and the diversity in timing and magnitude
of EV loads should be accurate. To date, most analyses
of EVs have focused on upstream components—
substation transformers, substations, transmission
areas and system loads—not on highly-local grid
components where grid impacts are most likely to
occur.
nn Publish Tools: Develop a low-cost and easily-accessible
mapping tool to help charging infrastructure providers
identify optimal locations that minimize grid impacts.
Similarly, publish comprehensive guides to enhance
visibility of utility service upgrade requirements and
provide guidance on typical timelines and costs for
deployment of EV charging infrastructure.
nn Plan for Load Management Strategies: Identify
opportunities to incorporate load management,
including managed charging and rate design.
Utilities and other organizations involved in charging
infrastructure should encourage creation and

35 A total of 14 utilities responded to this survey question.
36 A total of 18 utilities responded to this survey question.
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Figure 13: Utilities Greatest Challenges for EV Charging Infrastructure Deployment
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Source: Smart Electric Power Alliance, 2019. Utilities were asked to select the top 3-5 choices. N=1837

broad adoption of open protocols, such as Zigbee
(Residential/Business behind meter), IEEE 2030.5,
OpenADR 2.0b, ISO/IEC 15118, and Open Smart

Charging Protocol (OSCP) whenever possible. Help
provide alignment around charging industry standards
and load management to leverage EVs as a grid asset.37

A. Utility Distribution Planning Tools
Utility planning for the increased adoption of distributed
energy resources (DERs), such as rooftop solar,
battery storage and EVs, is a challenge. Of these DERs,
transportation electrification is in many ways the most
impactful. The number of variables that planning
engineers must consider when planning for transportation
electrification is very large.
According to the utility staff responses collected, many
do not incorporate EV load growth into their distribution
planning process (Figure 14). Of those utilities that do,
it is commonly through forecasts based on state and
national-level trends, or projections based on past growth.
“Planning to meet specific government mandates” means
that the utility is assuming that a particular public policy
target (e.g., one million EVs on the road by 2025) is met
and estimates load growth using that macro-level target.

The previous process for incorporating EVs into mediumto long-term distribution planning (2-10 years) had used
simplified methods to spatially allocate new EV load to
distribution planning regions, if it was considered at
all. Shorter-term distribution planning considered new
service applications for commercial and public charging
equipment. The primary software toolset for both of these
planning activities was load-flow analysis software.
However, distribution planning for EVs is becoming
more sophisticated. This is being driven in part by new
regulations requiring detailed distribution resource plans
(including consideration of non-wires alternatives), and also
by the increasing penetration of EV charging infrastructure
at Level 2 and above. To support this planning, a number of
new products are now available, including:

37 “Other” responses included ADA compliance, funding, lack of understanding of the interconnection process by charging providers, unrealistic
designs, and poor monitoring and maintenance of the charging stations.
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Figure 14: How Utilities Are Incorporating EV Load Growth into Distribution Planning Processes
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nn New software products that perform analysis such as
sub-feeder-level EV load forecasting and sub-feederlevel EV adoption forecasting
nn Software for performing rooftop solar hosting capacity
analysis is being expanded to provide EV hosting
capacity analysis
nn Software coupled with telematics to monitor driving and
charging habits provides detailed insight into EV load
profiles
Upstream from the distribution planning process, workflow
automation tools have expanded to allow utilities to track
details of new service requests for commercial charging
infrastructure installations and to allow residential
customers to self-register EVs and/or associated Level 2
chargers. Utilities such as NV Energy and DTE use tools like
PowerClerk® for this purpose.
In addition, Orange and Rockland Utilities has found that
integrating data between load flow analysis software
and workflow automation tools helps to streamline the
distribution planning process for behind-the-meter
solar PV; incorporating EV charging service requests
could offer similar value. Also, customer engagement
tools track consumer activity and can identify areas with
high EV interest by analyzing locations of high EV tool
usage. Sacramento Municipal Utility District has gathered
customer data in this manner to forecast solar PV adoption
using a tool called WattPlan Grid®, and expects that the
same approach will improve EV adoption forecasting.
Finally, while software that enables charging infrastructure
owner/operators and distribution grid operators to
manage EV charging does not directly support distribution
planning, advancements in this area will significantly
reduce the potential operational impact of EV charging on
the distribution system, as well as energy and/or demand
charges paid by the site host. For example, a
utility could use managed charging software to send
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pricing or direct control signals to individual chargers
and/or EV owners in order to limit the total load in the
area served by a single substation and avoid the need for
equipment upgrades at the substation level—similar to
other types of utility demand response programs for nonEV loads.
SCE has piloted such capabilities through its Charge
Ready program and found that large aggregations of
EV charging loads respond to utility signals. Also, the
California Independent System Operator is developing a
new tariff which will allow EV charging operators to earn
revenue in the wholesale market by increasing load when
excess solar generation exists on the grid. Additional
information is in the Load Management Strategies section.

Clustering Impacts
The speed of electric vehicle adoption is a function of new
vehicle purchases and the electric vehicle market share.
Approximately 1 in 14 vehicles on the road are new (latest
model year). The empirical data shows that electrification
of the transportation sector has concentrated impacts
on specific geographic areas. Publicly available vehicle
registration data shows that EVs tend to be concentrated
in specific neighborhoods, and that the penetration of EVs
tends to be higher in areas with a high share of hybrids
and a larger proportion of new vehicles.
Figure 15 demonstrates this geographic concentration
by zip code in California, based on public data, and this
can provide insight for California utilities working to
predict geographic trends in EV adoption. Though thirdparty granular data is typically available for purchase,
comprehensive, granular data is only publicly available
in a few states. Utilities should consider advocating for
similar data transparency.
New utility planning approaches are emerging to deal with
the rising impacts of EVs and charging infrastructure.
Figure 16 shows an example of a process defined by
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the consulting firm Demand Side Analytics for how to
identify the “where, when, and what” effect transportation
electrification will have on the electric grid. The core of
the approach is identifying locations where EV adoption
is concentrated, estimating the propensity to adopt at
a granular level, and simulating EV adoption and loads,
including the building, and EVs with and without active
monitoring and load scheduling.

Figure 15: Concentration of Electrified and Newer
Vehicles by Zip Code (EVs, Hybrids, and Plug-In
Hybrids)
Green Vehicle
by Zip Code (EV + PHEV
+Hybrids)

% Newer Vehicles
by Zip Code

To truly measure the impact on the electric grid, the
concentration of EV adoption and the diversity in
timing and magnitude of EV loads needs to be reflected
accurately
To date, most EV analyses have focused on upstream
components—substation transformers, substations,
transmission areas and system loads—not on highly local
grid components where the grid impacts are most likely to
occur. In most cases, the use of average EV load profiles
for modeling can lead to errors because the average
profile does not truly reflect the risk of neighboring EVs
coming online at the same time.

Source: Demand Side Analytics, 201938

Figure 16: A Process to Identify Grid Impact of EVs and Charging Infrastructure
1. Identify Key Drivers
and Data Sources
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3. Forecast Adoption
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zip code, model year and fuel
type
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§§ Calibrate over time so it totals
aggregate forecast over time

§§ Load patterns vary across customers
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§§ Different vehicle types have different
load shapes
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§§ Cost with active monitoring
and load management
§§ Costs without active monitoring
and management

Source: Demand Side Analytics, 2019.

38 Demand Side Analytics, 2019, https://www.demandsideanalytics.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/CA-EV-interactive.html
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Oncor EV Charging Planning Tool
Oncor Electric Delivery Company, headquartered in Dallas,
Texas, is proactively planning for EV fleet growth in its
service territory through the development of an Electric
Vehicle Charging Planning Tool. zaThis tool allows Oncor
to more quickly analyze substation capacity and provide
feedback to customers regarding energy service upgrade
requests. The tool can shorten the process to a matter of
days in contrast to weeks using traditional tools.
Oncor is particularly focused on common freight corridors
in Texas, along I-35 and I-45 where an estimated 13% of
U.S. freight traffic intersects. “The Dallas and Fort Worth
area has four pockets of high concentrations of logistics
and distribution centers all proximate to the interstates,
so that is an area of potential growth we are preparing
for,” said David Treichler, Director of Strategy and
Technology for Oncor.39
Treichler went on to say that, “If a significant amount of
companies electrify even just a small number of EVs even
as small as 5 to 10 vehicles per fleet—it could create an
issue for distribution systems within the utility industry.
Utilities cannot afford to wait ten years from now to
address this issue.”
To address projected EV fleet growth, Oncor developed
the planning tool through Tableau Software, which
identifies each substation load and anticipated growth
within Oncor’s service territory, including EV fleet forecasts
and non-EV growth trends. Specifically, this tool:
nn Identifies each substation and transformer size and at
what point Oncor will need to upgrade the substation
and transformers
nn Forecasts EV fleet growth rates based on zip codes
nn Measures load growth impacts through the year 2050
The output of the tool, as shown in the screenshot in
Figure 17, identifies the anticipated timeline where
fleet conversions could require upgrades and staged
infrastructure investments.

Figure 17: Oncor EV Charging Planning Tool

Source: Oncor, 2019

The tool will also help Oncor proactively address
potential logistical challenges, such as the time it takes to
receive regulatory approval and complete construction
of new transmission lines, and the high rate of fleet
turnover. While every customer has unique needs and
technologies, taking steps now to identify substation load
and anticipated growth is essential to ensuring Oncor is
prepared to support the growing use of EVs.
In addition to helping customers, Oncor intends to use
the tool to educate regulators about the scale and scope
of this challenge. They hope that regulators are willing to
provide additional flexibility for EV-related investments
needed to deliver the needed capacity in a timely manner
to fleet owners who electrify their vehicles.
“Ultimately, Oncor intends to enable fleet electrification
rather than slowing the process,” said David. “We also
understand that part of what makes Oncor successful is
working together with our state and national partners.
We encourage any utility who would like to learn more
about our Electric Vehicle Charging Planning Tool to reach
out to us so we can share best practices and support
continued innovation.”

B. Customer Input for Utility Load Forecasting
Utilities would like to gather certain information from
all types of customers (particularly commercial fleets)
to better plan the grid for future load growth due to EV
charging. Based on qualitative results from the utilities
surveyed (Figure 18), utilities would like customers to
supply EV charging infrastructure deployment plans and
EV forecasts. Utilities also mentioned charging technology
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roadmaps (e.g., plans to purchase higher power chargers),
budget for real estate acquisition, and what charging
equipment large customers should install on existing sites.
In some cases, it may make sense for utilities to collect
input from automakers and charging hardware vendors
to estimate future growth in EV adoption and charging
infrastructure deployment.
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Utilities could also take advantage of existing internal
resources. Utilities have valuable data through Advanced
Metering Infrastructure (AMI) that they can incorporate
into load forecasts to identify at a far more granular level
where EVs are charging. Two firms that provide these tools
include Sagewell and Oracle Utility Analytics.

of thousands of EVs in different parts of the country
to take into account different driving, weather, and
customer energy use patterns. The software has been
used to measure and evaluate the effectiveness of EV load
management programs at six utilities involving thousands
of electric vehicles and millions of AMI meters.

Sagewell’s EVfinderSM identifies EVs in AMI data and can
analyze 2 million meters in 20 minutes. The EVfinderSM
algorithm was trained on real world charging behaviors

Sagewell also uses this algorithm to maximize participation
in its Bring Your Own Charger®39 EV load management
program. The EVFinderSM algorithm can be run in multiple
modes, ranging from maximum accuracy mode (90+%
accuracy) to finding the maximum number of EVs (but
with potential false positives).

Figure 18: Utility Preferences for Customers EV
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Source: Smart Electric Power Alliance, 2019. N=18.

Similarly, Oracle Utility Analytics Insights has recently
developed an EV detection tool. A utility sends AMI data to
Oracle where it is analyzed by a suite of algorithms
to detect the potential locations of EV charging (see
Figure 19). The algorithms can identify both Level 1 and
Level 2 charging. At the date of publication, three utilities
had used the tool with an 80-90% accuracy rate. The tool
may become increasingly sophisticated as Oracle collects
more data and insights, including the ability to detect the
type of EV, ranging from PHEV20 to BEV300, which will
allow utilities to more accurately offer rebates, incentives,
and special EV rates to customers. The tool can also be
integrated with a utility customer billing system and/
or resource planning tools so the data can be updated
regularly.

Figure 19: Snapshot of Oracle EV Detection & Disaggregation Project Map and EV Load Curves

Source: Oracle Utility Analytics Insights, 2019.40

39 See https://www.sagewell.com/byoc-ev-load-management.html.
40 Information provided by Oracle Utility Analytics staff, July 2019.
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C. Customer Planning Tools to Minimize Impacts
Leading utilities are implementing tools such as GISbased interactive interconnection maps and deployment
progress maps online, such as that released by the
Southern California Edison Charge Ready Program shown
in Figure 20. These maps are tools to help customers and
charging infrastructure developers better identify available
capacity, especially when they incorporate current load
data vs. total capacity on distribution feeders and expected
non-EV load growth. They also help utilities reduce some
of the administrative burden and costs associated with the
interconnection and service upgrade process by reducing
interconnection applications in areas of the grid that are
highly constrained.
Based on the qualitative survey results, one utility
mentioned online maps of distribution grid capacity
(Figure 21).41 Some utilities indicated they would help
customers identify optimal interconnection locations
through direct conversations, through consulting services

from personnel, or identify alternative locations when
interconnection applications were submitted. Among the
“other” responses, some utilities will provide a template
for workplace charging and site capacity and some utilities
plan to provide a process in the future.

Non-Utility Resources
In addition to tools provided by utilities, toolsets are
available to help the EV industry and commercial
customers plan EV charging infrastructure deployment.
The U.S. Department of Energy Alternative Fuels Data
Center (AFDC) Electric Vehicle Infrastructure Projection
(EVI-Pro) tool automatically calculates the amount of Level
2 workplace charging, Level 2 public charging, and public
DCFC required to support major U.S. metropolitan areas.
The calculations are based on projected penetration of
plug-in hybrids, short-range EVs, and long-range EVs, as
well as the frequency of home vs. workplace vs. public

Figure 20: Southern California Edison Charge Ready Deployment Progress Map

Source: Southern California Edison, 2019.42
41 Note: This is representative since these types of maps today are only provided by the three main investor-owned utilities in California due to
regulatory mandate.
42 Southern California Edison, Charge Ready, https://sce2.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.
html?id=86c1a95d2d5b4c62a16237d7242cfc56 (accessed May 2019)
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Figure 21: How Utilities Plan to Guide EV Charging Infrastructure-Related Customers to Better
Interconnection Locations
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Figure 22: CEC EV Infrastructure Projection Tool (EVI-Pro)

Source: National Renewable Energy Laboratory, 2019.43

charging. Further, the California Energy Commission (CEC)
EVI-Pro tool applies a map-based interface to a detailed
planning study performed for California using methods
from the AFDC EVI-Pro tool as shown in Figure 22.
The Argonne National Lab has also developed a
spreadsheet tool named Alternative Fuel Life-Cycle

Environmental and Economic Transportation (A-FLEET),
which helps business owners with vehicle fleets analyze
the economic and environmental benefits of converting
fleet vehicles to alternative fuels (including electricity), as
well as the impacts of charging EVs using Level 1 or Level 2
chargers.

D. Load Management Strategies
Load management strategies can help minimize impacts
at individual charging locations, and maximize associated
system benefits. Some utilities and regulatory bodies

are exploring approaches to understand and mitigate
grid impacts from EV charging loads beyond traditional

43 NREL, 2019, CEC EV Infrastructure Projection Tool (EVI-Pro), image captured on 8.6.19 at https://maps.nrel.gov/cec/.
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Figure 23: Energy Management Solutions Used by Infrastructure Providers
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upgrades to upstream grid components. These efforts
include:
nn Time varying rates for EVs, designed to incentivize offpeak charging
nn Colocation of storage and/or distributed generation
with charging stations to mitigate upstream charging
load impacts
nn Managed charging infrastructure and software that
incorporates control features, optimization software,
and local communications capabilities to monitor and
respond to local charging peaks by delaying, modulating
or distributing charging. These options are discussed

at length in SEPA’s May 2019 report, “A Comprehensive
Guide to Electric Vehicle Managed Charging.”44
According to non-utility feedback (Figure 23), smart
charging software (also known as managed charging)
was the most common energy management solution
with over 50% of respondents, followed by a combined
hardware and software package (43%). Among the “other”
responses, strategies included Sagewell’s Bring Your Own
Charger Program and vehicle apps to measure energy
consumption. Load management strategies should
continue to be an important customer-facing tool and
be incorporated into utility load forecasting and planning
efforts.

6) Emerging Trends
The EV industry is evolving quickly and utilities will need
to work diligently to keep up. This section discusses
trends related to the next generation of transportation
electrification, new utility business models, and EV charging
infrastructure business models.

respond to customer needs. Be ready to respond
quickly.
nn Stay Informed: Consistently monitor developments
in transportation electrification to modify or accelerate
programs, projects, and planning documents.

Key Takeaways:
nn Examine New Business Models: Identify and explore
emerging utility business models related to EV charging
infrastructure, rates, and services for the transportation
industry.
nn Experiment: Experiment with technology, regulation,
process improvements, and rate design to better
44 Available at: https://sepapower.org/resource/a-comprehensive-guide-to-electric-vehicle-managed-charging/
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A. Next Generation of Transportation Electrification
As the industry finds more cost-effective use cases for
transportation electrification, beyond light-, medium, and
heavy-duty on-road vehicles, we will see an increasing
demand for utility power supply and support. The
transportation sector is poised for major disruptions,
with many forecasting a conversion from private vehicle
ownership to shared, electric, and autonomous vehicles.45
This could require high-speed and automated charging hubs
to fuel these new fleets. Many within the industry believe
this could spur rapid deployment of automated conductive
or inductive (wireless) charging to serve autonomous
vehicles.46 And, this trend could encompass not only lightduty passenger vehicles, but also medium- and heavy-duty
commercial EVs that operate on well-defined routes such as
transit buses and delivery trucks. Pilot projects are already
underway to test these innovative ideas.

Further, the aerospace industry is evaluating opportunities
to electrify short-haul planes and to begin using electric
vertical takeoff and landing (VTOL) aircraft to transport
commuters out of busy urban corridors.47 The projected
use of small electric drones to quickly deliver packages is
coming. Even the marine transportation sector is exploring
electrification of many types of watercraft from shortdistance passenger ferries to ocean-going cargo ships, and
is investigating the types of charging infrastructure needed.48
Utilities need to be current on developments in these
industries in order to effectively respond to new demand,
not only through grid infrastructure preparedness, but also
new utility business models and services.

B. New Utility Business Models
As the electric industry sees regulatory and policy shifts
affecting current utility business models, utilities are
seeking opportunities to diversify their product offerings
and increase revenues. Some of these opportunities could
be connected to new products and services related to
transportation electrification. Examples include:
nn Behind-the-meter and customer-facing product
offerings. To help EV charging companies manage
their load profile, utilities could offer products, such
as battery storage and storage-as-a-service. Such a
service would not only reduce the demand charge
for the customer, but allow the utility to leverage the
storage for grid benefits when the customer is not
using it. Further, the utility could provide bundled
product offerings for consumers, including EVSE, that
include installation and maintenance. Such bundles
could also include on-site generation such as solar PV,
energy efficiency upgrades, demand response, vehicleto-building energy discharge, and other emerging
distributed energy technologies. Figure 24 shows that
over half of utility respondents to a Black & Veatch
industry survey see an opportunity for their utility
to provide an EV charging network to customers, in
addition to behind-the-meter products and services
listed. On-bill financing of EV charging infrastructure

is also an option for utilities that have the regulatory
flexibility to provide it.
nn Non-traditional grid investments. Instead
of traditional upgrades, utilities will focus on grid
modernization, including the use of technology
to better manage the distribution system and its
elements. New automated control systems, such as
automated distribution management systems and
DER management systems, will integrate DERs with
automated utility controls and route energy to the right
place at the right time in the most effective, efficient,
and lowest emission path. In addition, utilities, or their
unregulated affiliates, can make new investments handin-hand with customers. Possibilities might include
energy storage—in front of or behind the meter,
customer-owned or utility-owned or a hybrid—more
intelligent grid-edge software, or the use of the vehicle
with vehicle-to-grid technology.
nn Reducing fuel supply risks for fleet operators.
Similar to electric utilities, fleet operators do not like
risk. Rather than buy a fuel product on the spot market,
they will often pay more for a long-term fuel supply
contract (akin to power purchase agreements in the
utility industry) because it shields them from price
spikes and uncertainty. Contracting for long-term

45 See RethinkX, 2017, “Rethinking Transportation,” https://www.rethinkx.com/.
46 See Move Forward, 2015, “the Future of Dynamic Wireless Charging,” https://www.move-forward.com/dynamic-wireless-charging-will-enableboth-autonomous-car-sharing-and-long-range-self-driving-vehicles/ (among others).
47 See the eFlight Journal for details, http://www.e-flight-journal.com/.
48 See IDTechEx, 2019, “Electric and Hybrid Boats and Ships, 2019-2029,” https://www.idtechex.com/en/research-report/electric-and-hybridboats-and-ships-2019-2029/648
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Figure 24: Percentage of Utilities Pursuing Behind-the-Meter Service Offerings
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Source: Black & Veatch, Strategic Directions: Electric Survey Results, 2019.49

electricity supply already exists within power marketing
departments of utilities. Similarly, electric utilities
already offer certain large commercial and industrial
customers specialized contracts. Utilities could easily
expand these capabilities to include new EV business
cases. For example, an electricity (fuel) supply contract
could be indexed to a natural gas or renewable energy
price plus a base rate over a multi-year term. This
could be offered to all EV fleets from light-duty through
medium- and heavy-duty vehicles, and could potentially
include the charging infrastructure installation and
maintenance. Some utilities are also beginning to
explore the concept of owning EV batteries and leasing
them to customers (particularly for larger EVs owned
by commercial/public fleets), so they can be rate-based
while reducing battery ownership risk to the customer.
In addition, fleet operators may desire added reliability
in the form of energy storage or emergency electric
supply.
nn Utility consulting services. For a fee, unregulated
utilities could support EV charging infrastructure
developers and vendors to identify optimal sites, help
them navigate the service planning and interconnection
process, and provide other consulting services.
nn Subscription-based fees. Instead of traditional
volumetric sales, utilities could offer customers a
single monthly subscription rate for unlimited
charging—except during on-peak hours (e.g., at home
and with access to certain public charging networks).
This package could include discounted TOU energy
rates, managed charging software, etc.

nn DC-as-a-Service. Because the transmission and
distribution grid today carries AC power, that power
is converted into DC power very close to the vehicle
battery (through the onboard charger in the case of
AC chargers, and through the EVSE itself in the case
of DC chargers). However, there is increasing interest
among utilities in deploying infrastructure so that the
AC-DC conversion happens further upstream, where
the utility service enters the customer property. This
makes DC power available for high- (or low-) power
DCFC without the need to convert at each charging
port. In many cases, this can significantly increase the
efficiency of energy transfer from the grid into the
vehicle battery, reduce end-to-end equipment costs,
and provide greater flexibility to integrate on-site DERs
like storage and solar with the charging infrastructure
without multiple AC/DC conversion points. This
would be justified in locations where a large amount
of DCFC capacity is needed (e.g., large bus or truck
depots). However, further R&D is needed to develop
the necessary enabling technologies and standards
for this DC-as-a-service approach, since not all of
the components are standardized or commercially
available today. A small number of utilities and other
industry stakeholders are pursuing this concept with
coordination by the Electric Power Research Institute
(EPRI) through grant funding from the U.S. Department
of Energy.50
Given that many of these concepts involve investment on
the customer side of the meter in potentially competitive
markets, utilities will also need to consider whether to
conduct such ventures via regulated or non-regulated

49 Source: Black & Veatch. 2019. Strategic Directions Report Electric Survey. https://pages.bv.com/SDR-Electric-Download.html?utm_
source=sepa%20report&utm_medium=native&utm_campaign=fleet&utm_content=electric%20sdr19
50 Current research efforts are summarized in an EPRI presentation available at https://assets.ctfassets.net/
ucu418cgcnau/1sfHQT4SWz20rxmAiqDxwE/a4fd9d4dd65d67e6ab73230fe79e1d1a/D1-2__-_June_2019_EPRI_IWC_-_Collins_IWC.pdf.
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operations. If regulated, approvals by the designated
commission will likely be necessary, and design elements

incorporated to support competitive market development
and alignment with customer requirements.

C. Future EV Charging Infrastructure Business Model Trends
Parallel to the innovation in utility business models, the EV
charging industry will also embrace new business models
and practices. For example:
nn Electricity Cost Management—For commercial
customers, and some residential customers, electricity
costs include not only an energy charge based upon
the kWh consumed, but also a demand charge based
upon the peak kW power demand imposed on the grid.
Electric service depends on the time, rate, and location
of use. This charge reflects the cost of providing
instantaneous power at specific times and locations,
including capital equipment such as wires, switches,
capacitors, and transformers, as well as provisioning the
power from generation. This charge can be significant
when the utilization of the infrastructure is low (that
is, when the power-to-energy ratio is high). While it
is generally not desirable to operate low-utilization
infrastructure, in the short term, it may be necessary to
encourage EV adoption and support EV drivers. If these
chargers are developed and operated by non-utilities,
they are disproportionately affected by high demand
charges. When the infrastructure is highly utilized, the
demand component of the total energy cost is relatively
low.
To enable the growth of fleet electrification, some
utilities are promoting new tariffs with innovative
approaches that limit or waive demand charges for a
period of time, and/or use TOU periods to encourage
shifting load to off-peak times.51 The impact of grid
demand, both to required utility infrastructure and
upgrades and on electricity cost to the customer, can
be reduced by behind-the-meter storage, deployment
of on-site generation such as rooftop solar, and
facility and EV charging energy management systems.
Importantly, innovative colocation strategies can help
mitigate peak demand increases.
nn Colocation of DC Fast Charging stations with
other services—A number of potential locations
exist where installation of DCFC infrastructure could
lead to sustainable business models, from very highpower charging in a conventional “gas station” formats
to standard DCFC power levels in places where drivers
typically park for longer periods of time. However,

metering and billing accurately on existing properties
with other building loads are key issues that need to be
resolved, along with any needs for new/upgraded utility
service.
A relevant example of a viable urban DCFC colocation
is a grocery store that already provides an eight-bay
gasoline station. A driver can easily spend 30 to 60
minutes doing their regular grocery shopping while
their car is charging at a co-located DCFC. The grocery
store business model is typically high volume/low
margin sales. This higher volume of sales and customer
foot traffic can increase the asset utilization of the high
capital cost DCFC equipment improving the profitability
of DCFC. Moreover, the presence of charging
infrastructure at the store location could attract EV
drivers who would not normally shop there, indicating
that there are additional value streams that can be
captured by local site hosts beyond just direct revenues
from EV charging fees.
From the DCFC business model perspective, as a large
electricity consumer with a big physical footprint and
business continuity requirements, the grocery store is
likely to deploy demand charge management strategies.
These could take the form of behind-the-meter
intelligent peak load management systems, on-site
behind-the-meter stationary storage, rooftop solar, and
selective deployment of its on-site backup generator.
These demand charge management opportunities can
further improve the profitability of DC fast-charging.
Interesting and innovative intercity DCFC examples
could include restaurants along highways or
convenience stores. The EV driver can easily spend
30 minutes for food, restroom, and relaxation after a
long period of highway driving. In order to improve the
economics of DCFC, the footprint of these locations is
also typically large enough to provide higher volumes of
sales, sufficient area to install stationary storage, backup
generators, and rooftop solar, and have sufficient load
to warrant demand charge management systems.
nn Charging-as-a-Service—Several EV charging solution
providers have developed new business models to
mitigate and amortize the upfront costs associated

51 Example utilities pursuing EV-friendly tariffs include Southern California Edison, Pacific Gas & Electric, San Diego Gas & Electric, NV Energy, PECO,
National Grid, Consolidated Edison, Georgia Power, and Dominion. Some interesting cases are Xcel Energy in Minnesota and Austin Energy in
Texas, which are providing fixed monthly subscription plans to provide all the energy to charge a residential customer’s passenger EV at off-peak
times.
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with the EVSE itself. For example, ChargePoint recently
launched an offering in which the cost of the station
is bundled with network service and maintenance
fees in one annual fee to the site host. Although the
site host manages the station and has access to the
same software features, the title and equipment is
retained by ChargePoint. Utilities such as Xcel Energy
in Minnesota, and private companies such as Enel X
(formerly eMotorWerks), are pursuing the same model.
These models allow the site host to distribute the cost
of the EVSE over time, have consistency in budget
planning, and reduce their risk by not committing
them to long-term ownership. The cost of energy could
also be bundled with the equipment, network, and
maintenance costs creating a single fixed monthly/
annual payment—the goal of this approach is to
replicate a typical “fuel” contract, in which the contract
price covers both fixed infrastructure costs and variable
energy costs.
nn Grid Services via Vehicle-Grid Integration—
Owners and operators of EV charging infrastructure,
EVSPs, and potentially automakers, will likely seek
opportunities to provide grid services support
to utilities and grid operators by aggregating
and managing load to meet grid needs. These
opportunities are being discussed in conjunction with
other DER aggregation opportunities, and include
demand response at the distribution and wholesale/
transmission levels (i.e., managed charging), as well as
future development of market mechanisms to allow for

widespread use of vehicle-to-grid discharge of vehicle
batteries to help meet peak demand. Utilities should
work with programs and stakeholders to evaluate
participation in grid services, because they could reduce
the likelihood that EV charging will result in grid impacts
that could be costly and require time for upgrades.
These opportunities are being evaluated, for example,
in the United Kingdom.52
nn Market Mechanisms to Support EV Charging—As
happened in the renewable energy industry, the EV
charging industry will respond to the creation of specific
market mechanisms that allow charging companies to
capitalize on the positive externalities they cause. The
most prominent example today is the Low Carbon Fuel
Standard (LCFS) in California, which allows EV charging
infrastructure owners to earn credits for offsetting
gasoline/diesel usage and then trade those credits in
a special market to generate extra revenue. LCFS is
already a major incentive for the growth of EV charging,
and other states may follow suit. Some companies are
using the anticipated value of future LCFS credits (and/
or future grid service revenues) to reduce the upfront
cost of charging hardware today. Another example is
the Electric Vehicle Charging Carbon Coalition (EVCCC),
which developed a standardized methodology to sell
carbon credits generated by the use of EV chargers
to other businesses who want to offset their carbon
emissions, and could help fund charging infrastructure
deployment in the future across the U.S.

7) Conclusion
As EV charging infrastructure grows, identifying
opportunities for utilities to reduce pain points, minimize
costs and timelines, and provide best-in-class customer
service will be essential to driving the rapid adoption of EVs.
Utilities can facilitate this EV transition, or—without
sufficient planning and investment—hinder EV adoption.
Knowing that an electrified future is in the best interest of
the utility and society, this report strongly recommends
that utilities be prepared and be proactive. Planning for a
variety of deployment scenarios can better equip utilities
to address a range of internal and external challenges.

Effective deployment of EV charging infrastructure to
ensure reliability and minimize cost requires robust
planning, careful execution, and close coordination
between electric utilities and non-utility stakeholders
involved in these projects. If done well, utilities could
improve customer engagement, grow revenue, and
minimize system impacts—among other benefits.
This report makes a case for a strong utility role in
transportation electrification along with other key
takeaways including:
nn Understanding emerging utility challenges around
transportation electrification

52 See SEPAPower blog, 2018, “Why the UK is beating the US on transportation electrification.” https://sepapower.org/knowledge/why-the-uk-isbeating-the-us-on-transportation-electrification-part-2-utility-innovation/
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nn Proactively engaging with customers and understanding
their needs to minimize impacts
nn Reducing utility EV infrastructure deployment timelines
nn Improving utility planning and forecasting methods
to prepare for deployment and developing load
management strategies
nn Understanding emerging technology trends and
developing new utility business models that address
customer needs and create new revenue streams
We urge readers to consider joining the SEPA Electric
Vehicle Working Group community to participate in the
ongoing work, as well as development of reports, such as
this. It is an ideal forum for sharing knowledge among EV
and utility industry stakeholders.

If readers take one message from this report, it
is that EV adoption is happening today and will
accelerate in the future. Utilities will play a major
role in the planning and deployment of EV charging
infrastructure. This is a massive opportunity for
utilities to become more customer-focused by
streamlining processes and organizational structures,
to exploit new business opportunities, and be seen
as a champion of positive change. It also presents
significant risk for utility planning, operations, and
financial health, which must be managed. While each
utility’s strategy for an electric vehicle future will be
unique, each utility should begin preparing today to
ensure they can succeed.

Stay tuned for a forthcoming working group paper, which
will make the case for utilities to develop an EV strategy
and create an internal transportation electrification team.
The paper will also provide an overview of the EV charging
infrastructure deployment process and best practices for
utility-owned charging projects and customer-side charging
infrastructure projects, covering typical process steps and
utility departments involved.
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Appendix A: Glossary
nn Charging Connector: The physical plug inserted into
the vehicle receptacle.
nn Charge Port: A charging connection to the vehicle
which is capable of independently charging a vehicle
concurrently with any other associated port.
nn Charging Station: The complete set of equipment that
comprises the EV supply equipment with associated
port(s) on a single local branch circuit, also known
as the EVSE. This term sometimes also refers to the
physical location where an EVSE is installed.
nn Charging Plaza: A collection of charging stations at a
single location with utility connection and associated
equipment to provide energy to electric vehicles.
nn Charger: A layperson’s term for an on-board or offboard electronic device that regulates the voltage
and current to the EV battery system to recharge the
battery. A battery charger off board the EV is included
in the associated Electric Vehicle Supply Equipment
(EVSE).
nn Direct Current Fast Charger (DCFC): A charger which
converts AC input power into DC output power which
is then delivered directly to the vehicle battery without
an onboard charger. There are two main standards/
formats worldwide for DCFC:
nn CHAdeMO: Standard adopted by automakers in Japan
and China
nn Combined Charging System (CCS): Standard adopted
by automakers in the U.S. and Europe (it is part of the
SAE J1772 standard).
nn Distributed Energy Resource (DER): DERs are
physical and virtual assets that are deployed across
the distribution grid, typically close to load, and usually
behind the meter, which can be used individually or
in aggregate to provide value to the grid, individual
customers, or both. A particular industry interest
seems to be centered on DERs — such as solar,
storage, energy efficiency, electric vehicles, and demand
management — that can be aggregated to provide
services to the electric grid.
nn Distribution Grid Infrastructure: Utility-owned
infrastructure that delivers electricity to end customer

53

residential and commercial sites. This includes the
utility substation, distribution circuits, high-voltage
transformers, and other equipment up to the utility
meter at the customer site. In some cases, this could
include the low-voltage transformer at a commercial
customer site, if it is owned by the utility.
nn Distribution Resource Plan (DRP): A plan that utilities’
distribution operators compose for integrating DERs
into their operations.
nn Electric Vehicle Supply Equipment (EVSE): The
conductors, connectors, and equipment that are
installed and operated to transfer electrical energy from
the premises to the EV.
nn Electric Vehicle Service Provider (EVSP): The entity
that is responsible for the provision of charging
equipment and operation, including potentially the
reselling of the electricity to serve the EV. In many cases
this can be the site host (commercial or residential)
and not the provider of charging equipment or
infrastructure who may not own the charging station.
nn EV Charging Infrastructure: This broad term
encompasses all the necessary hardware to deliver
electricity from the utility distribution grid to the vehicle,
including the charger/EVSE, switchgear, conduit,
wiring, foundations and pedestals, electrical panels,
transformers on the customer side of the meter, etc. It
can include utility service upgrades on both sides of the
meter.
nn Inductive Charging: Non-contact charging method
to transfer energy to the vehicle via electromagnetic
methods. Also known as “wireless charging.”
nn Integrated Resource Plan (IRP): A utility plan for
meeting forecasted annual peak and energy demand,
plus some established reserve margin, through a
combination of supply-side and demand-side resources
over a specified future period. (Regulatory Assistance
Project)
nn Make-ready Infrastructure: EV charging
infrastructure installed behind the utility meter,
comprising every component as well as the foundation/
base, except the final delivery EVSE. In some cases, this

53 Source: Adapted from the California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) Vehicle Grid Integration Communications Protocol Working Group
Glossary of Terms (http://www.cpuc.ca.gov/vgi), 2017 and information provided by the EV Working Group, Distribution Planning Subcommittee
members.
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can also include infrastructure installed in front of (i.e.,
on the utility side of) the meter.
nn Managed Charging (“Smart” Charging): Central or
customer control of EV charging to provide vehicle grid
integration (VGI) offerings, including wholesale market
services. Includes ramping up and ramping down of
charging for individual EVs or multiple EVs whether the
control is done at the EVSE, the EV, the EV management
system, the parking lot EV energy management system
or the building management system, or elsewhere.
nn OpenADR: OpenADR is an open, two-way information
exchange model and Smart Grid standard. The
OpenADR standard was created to standardize,
automate, and simplify Demand Response (DR) and
Distributed Energy Resources (DER)—including EV
chargers—to enable utilities and aggregators to
manage energy demand & decentralized energy
production, and allow customers to participate in utility
DR/DER programs. The most recent version of the
standard is OpenADR 2.0b.
nn Open Charge Point Protocol (OCPP): An open
standard maintained by the Open Charge Alliance
which allows any compatible charger to communicate
with any compatible software back-end via a common
message format, enabling remote monitoring and
control of chargers. The most recent version of the
standard is OCPP 2.0.
nn SAE J1772™: Conductive charging standard specifying
AC and DC charging formats: Level 1 (AC 120-Volt),
Level 2 (AC 208/240-Volt), or Direct Current Fast Charge
(DCFC) using the Combined Charging System (CCS)
Combo 1 format. SAE J1772-2009 is also known as IEC
62196-2.
nn SAE J3072: Interconnection Requirements for Onboard,
Utility-Interactive Inverter Systems. A standard is
needed to which a vehicle manufacturer can certify
conformance by analyses, inspections, and tests that
a specific model of a utility-interactive inverter system,
which is integrated into the plug-in electric vehicle (PEV),
can be interconnected in parallel with an electric power
system by way of compatible, conductively-coupled,
electric vehicle supply equipment.
nn SAE J3068: Standardizes an AC three-phase capable
charging Coupler and digital control protocols, offering
sufficient power and reliability for the commercial
vehicle market. Existing technology is combined to
provide higher power than existing charging solutions
from the passenger car sector, with added diagnostics.
DC charging on separate contacts (CCS Combo 2)
with PLC controls is also described, as is limited threephase AC charging with PWM controls, providing
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interoperability with J1772 protocols where possible.
SAE J3068 Combo is also known as IEC 62196.
nn Site Host: The utility customer of record (i.e., the
person or organization who receives and pays the utility
bill for a particular site). This is typically the owner of
the parking lot or structure where charging stations are
located. Unless a single-family residential customer,
this is typically a commercial utility account. Or in some
cases the site host may be the EVSP instead of the
property owner. Depending on ownership, site hosts
may set pricing policies based on their business needs
(e.g., employees consume electricity for free and visitors
pay a fee). Site hosts typically initiate EV charging
infrastructure projects, unless the project is utilityowned.
nn Utility EV Infrastructure Program: Programs
sanctioned by utility governing boards/commissions
and funded by utility ratepayers (or in some cases
investor-owned utility shareholders) which provide for
EV charging infrastructure up to and/or including the
EVSE itself. Also facilitates deployment of EV charging
infrastructure on the utility and/or the customer side
of the meter. These programs typically design, build,
and fund infrastructure on both sides of the meter. In
contrast, typical EV infrastructure projects are designed,
built, funded, owned and operated entirely by nonutility organizations (usually the site host or the EVSP).
nn Vehicle-Grid Integration (VGI): VGI includes any
action taken via a grid-connected EV, whether directly
through resource dispatching or indirectly through
rate design, to alter the time, magnitude, or location
at which grid-connected EVs charge or discharge, in a
manner that optimizes EV charging and provides value
to the customer and the grid.
nn Vehicle Classes: Vehicles in the United States are
generally classified by Gross Vehicle Weight Rating
(GVWR). There are eight GVWR classes, but these are
generally broken up into three main groupings by the
Federal Highway Administration:
1. Light-duty or Classes 1-2 (e.g., most passengers cars
and pickup trucks),
2. Medium-duty or Classes 3-6 (e.g., delivery trucks and
shuttle buses),
3. Heavy-duty or Classes 7-8 (e.g., transit buses, refuse
trucks, drayage trucks, and tractor trailers).
For more information see https://afdc.energy.gov/
data/10380.
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Appendix B: EV Charging
Infrastructure Formats
In order to understand the processes for planning and deployment of EV charging infrastructure, it is important to
understand the main formats of charging today, which are summarized in Table 5. This information is foundational to
planning any EV charging infrastructure effort. The field is evolving rapidly, particularly in the truck, bus, and off-road
segments.
Table 5: EV Charging Formats
Input Voltage Level

Typical Range of
Output Power Levels

Commercial Maturity

Level 1 Alternating
Current (AC) Charging
(uses AC power directly
from the grid)

120 Volt
(single-phase)

1.4-1.9 kW AC

Mature and widely deployed

Level 2 AC Charging
(uses AC power directly
from the grid)

208 or 240 Volt
(single-phase)

7-19.2 kW AC

Mature and widely deployed

High Power AC Charging

480 Volt
(three-phase)

20-100 kW AC

Initial commercial availability,
primarily for school bus

208 or 480 Volt
(three-phase)

Up to 150 kW DC

Mature and widely deployed

Charging Format

Standard DC Fast Charging
(transforms AC grid power
off board to DC power that
is directly supplied to the
vehicle battery)

150-500 kW DC
High-Power DC Fast
Charging

480 Volt
(three-phase)

Inductive Charging
(wireless charging that
uses electromagnetic fields
to transfer power to the
vehicle instead of requiring
a conductor to transfer
electricity)

240 Volt
(single phase),
480 Volt
(three-phase)

High Powered Charging of
Commercial Vehicles

How Utilities Can Succeed

480+ Volt

(Even higher-power
charging standards for
1-MW+ chargers are
under development
today for fast charging of
large Class 8 trucks.)

7-50+ kW

1-3 MW, cooling
system dependent

Technology is commercially
viable, but not yet widely
deployed, requiring advanced
cables, connectors, and thermal
management, as well as EVs
compatible with them
Standards and technology
are still under development,
and systems other than
light EV conversion systems
have only been deployed
in pilot projects to date

In development

4.5 MW max
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Appendix C: Supporting EV Charging
Infrastructure Technology
In addition to the charging technologies themselves, it is helpful to understand the technologies that support EV charging.
These are described in Table 6.
Table 6: EV Charging Infrastructure Supporting Technologies
Supporting
Technology

Description

Relevance for EV Charging

Transformers

Electrical equipment that modifies the
voltage of electricity passing through it and
increases (steps up) or decreases (steps
down) that voltage.

Transformers are needed at locations where EV chargers
require a different voltage from what is available at that
location. Transformers are usually installed to step down
voltage from the utility distribution grid to a service voltage.

Conductors/
Conduits

Conductors are the wires that carry electricity
from one location to another. Conduits are
the tubes made of plastic, metal, or other
materials that protect and route electrical
wiring.

It is almost always necessary to install conduits with
conductors inside to bring electricity from an electrical
panel to a charger. Conduit may be buried underground,
installed inside of walls, or routed along the floor, wall, or
ceiling of a building.

Electrical
Panels/
Subpanels

The metal enclosure in which the main
utility service that brings power to a building
is connected to all of the different circuits
serving individual electrical loads in a
building. This is where circuit breakers are
located. A large building may have multiple
“subpanels” in addition to the main panel.

EV chargers are electrical loads at a facility that require a
dedicated circuit and circuit breaker within the electrical
panel. Often, a subpanel is installed at a facility specifically
to serve a group of chargers.

Utility Service

The main connection point with conductor
that carries electricity from the utility
distribution grid to a customer property.

The utility service is usually sized to provide for the
customer’s load. Installation of multiple EV chargers at a
single facility often requires a utility infrastructure upgrade
to increase the capacity of the utility service.

Smart
Charging
Software

Software that allows remote monitoring
and control of EV charging at one or more
locations, usually via a connection to the
Internet. Enables managed charging and
utility demand response.

This software is typically used to manage charging load
and schedules in order to reduce the cost of charging and
optimize fleet operations and/or utility grid operations.
More advanced systems when approved may reduce
infrastructure requirements, or provide services to the grid.

Large batteries permanently installed at a
particular site that store electricity for use
when needed by that site.

When controlled properly through software, stationary
battery storage can reduce the cost of EV charging by
reducing peak demand on the grid, shifting consumption
to less-expensive times of the day, or providing other grid
services. Storing power can increase a facility’s resilience
during grid outages.

Stationary
Battery
Storage

Technologies such as solar photovoltaics,
wind turbines, natural gas-fueled
On-Site Power microturbines, and diesel-fueled generators
that generate electricity on the facility side of
Generation
the meter (behind the meter) vs. the utility
side of the meter (in front of the meter).
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This can either replace or reduce power consumption
from the utility grid; in some cases this power may be less
expensive than grid power, and reduce the cost of EV
charging and/or provide resilience during grid outages.
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Appendix D: EV Charging
Infrastructure Use Cases
In order to understand how EV charging infrastructure is
planned and deployed, stakeholders should know how
charging infrastructure is used. Table 7 provides examples
of charging infrastructure use cases for three different
types of infrastructure (private, shared, and public) serving
two different categories of EVs (personal and commercial
vehicles), and the type of charging typical in each case.
High-power DC fast charging is most often found today
at public chargers due to its electricity demand, and is

expected to become a widely deployed technology within
the next few years to commercial fleets. Inductive, or
wireless, charging will likely also play a role in each of these
types of use cases in the future, but the timing is less
certain because the technology is not commercially mature
yet, and requires a new set of communication standards
between EV automakers, charging equipment, and billing
entities (e.g., EV charging networks).

Table 7: Charging Infrastructure Use Cases
Use Cases

Personal EVs

Commercial EVs

Private Charging
Infrastructure
(single user,
controlled access)

Single-family home garages
(Level 1 or Level 2 charging)

Fleet depots (Level 2 and standard or
high-power DC fast charging)

Shared Charging
Infrastructure
(multiple users,
controlled access)

Workplace or multifamily community
parking lots (Level 1 or Level 2 charging)

Commercial/industrial park common
parking area (Level 2 and standard or
high-power DC fast charging)

Shopping mall and grocery store
parking lots, and highway rest stops
(Level 2 or standard DC fast charging)

Medium- and heavy-duty highway truck
stops (high-power DC fast charging)

Public Charging
Infrastructure
(multiple users,
open access)
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Appendix E: Utility Distribution Planning
and Infrastructure Upgrades
Conventional electrical power distribution works within
the premise of delivering electricity to end-use customers
after it has been generated in a centralized power plant
and often moved across long distances over high-voltage
transmission lines before being converted to lower and
lower voltage in utility systems and finally provisioned for
the end-use customer. It assumes that power moves in
a single direction from generation through transmission
and distribution lines to the end user. The main focus of
distribution planning is to ensure safe, reliable and costeffective delivery of electricity. Three indices are most
often used to evaluate the annual reliability of the electric
utility system: System Average Interruption Frequency
Index (SAIFI), System Average Interruption Duration Index
(SAIDI), and Customer Average Interruption Duration Index
(CAIDI).54 Each measures delivery interruptions relative to
the customer base, and distribution engineers often use
these metrics to decide when their designs have achieved
a sufficient level of reliability to satisfy customers and meet
regulatory requirements while keeping costs reasonable
and safety absolute.
Traditionally, distribution system planning incorporates
some results from other processes (e.g., transmission
planning) and also provides outputs that feed back into
capital budgets and rates. Distribution planning engineers
typically use static power flow models to test whether the
designed circuit configurations and equipment will safely
and stably accommodate predicted electric load scenarios.
These distribution scenarios are tested at the initial stage
of larger projects involving new loads, and prior to any new
construction or regular feeder upgrades.
Distribution planning usually focuses on how to serve
increasing customer load over time. New load may be
added, for example, from development projects resulting
in an increase of regional electricity demand, or from
customers adopting new technologies that use more
electricity. When a change in load is forecasted, engineers
use power flow models that test new peak load, zero
load, faults, and other conditions to determine whether
equipment upgrades are required to ensure the reliability
and safety of electricity delivery. Utilities are generally
required to build their distribution systems to accommodate
the annual peak load of all customers, and also to adapt to

Figure 25: Traditional Distribution Planning Process
Forecast Load Growth
Model Circuit Impacts (Static)
Implement Lowest-Cost Solutions
Calculate Rate Impacts
Source: Black & Veatch, 2018.

component failures and contingencies like circuit overloads.
They generally don’t plan with consideration of control of
customer-side energy efficiency or distributed generation.
The distribution system is tested within the bounds of
defined worst-case scenarios for the forecasted load
(e.g., zero-load, peak load); power flow is unidirectional;
customers are assumed to be static loads; and only the
distribution system equipment is modeled and tested.
Besides load growth, distribution engineers must also take
into account the need to replace aging equipment on the
system, or account for changes in the bulk generation and
transmission system. A high-level diagram of the distribution
planning process is shown in Figure 25, where the main
components of the distribution system also are noted:
The substation, which reduces transmission-level voltages
from hundreds of kilovolts to tens of kilovolts; the feeders
or circuits originate at the substation, extend the last mile
and typically each serve around 1,000 customers; and
ultimately the customer, who is connected to a feeder by a
service transformer, usually shared with other customers,
and which further reduces voltages from tens of kilovolts to
hundreds of volts for final consumption as measured by the
electric meter.
Because of the emphasis on reliability, the status quo or
central role of distribution planning has been focused on
successfully modeling a few extreme scenarios through
historically-based heuristics; then within those parameters,
engineer a design layout with suitable equipment (like
feeders) that can withstand those scenarios.

54 Cheryl A. Warren, Senior Member, IEEE. “Overview of 1366-2001 the Full Use Guide on Electric Power Distribution Reliability Indices”, July 2002.
http://grouper.ieee.org/groups/td/dist/sd/panels/2002-07-warren.pdf.
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Appendix F: Trends in Safety Protocols
The California Public Utilities Commission established
a safety requirements checklist for transportation
electrification programs to ensure safety guidelines for
pre-construction, construction and operational standards
are met.55

4. Infrastructure and its planned installation must comply
with the ADA, 42 U.S.C. § 12101 et seq., and California
Building Code Chapter 11B, 3 if applicable, per the AHJ
where the charger (EVSE) will be installed, unless the
appropriate waiver is obtained from local authorities.

Pre-construction: These EV charging equipment
safety requirements must be specified in procurement
documents:

5. Outdoor-mounted chargers (EVSE) must be rated to be
installed for outdoor use.

1. Charging equipment must be certified by a Nationally
Recognized Testing Lab (NRTL), such as Underwriters
Laboratories (UL) or Intertek.
2. Infrastructure must comply with applicable safety
performance requirements associated with the type of
TE infrastructure being installed.
nn For light-duty vehicles, compliance with the Society
of Automotive Engineers (SAE) J-1772 Standard
for Level 1 or Level 2 charging. Compliance with
CHAdeMO and Combined Charging System (CCS)
ports for DC fast charging would be appropriate
evidence of compliance with this requirement.
nn For other types of transportation electrification
infrastructure, including any non-standardized
charger, the following basic connector safety
measures will be required:
§§ A passing EVSE safety performance evaluation
report performed by a Nationally Recognized
Testing Lab (NRTL);
§§ When not connected, the vehicle inlet and the
EVSE connector must be designed to prevent
direct contact with any live components;
§§ The vehicle inlet and charging EVSE connector
shall be free of sharp edges and potentially
injurious protrusions;
§§ The coupler between the vehicle and the charger
(EVSE) should avoid or mitigate any potentially
hazardous conditions such as fires, electrical
shock to users, or other personal injuries.
3. Infrastructure and its planned installation must comply
with California Electrical Code Article 625.2.

6. For utility infrastructure work on the customer side
of the meter, contractors must provide proof of EV
Infrastructure Training Program Certification prior to
construction.
7. Contractors must provide the utility proof of a full site
assessment, including the appropriate load calculations
to ensure existing infrastructure can accommodate
additional EV load, or that appropriate infrastructure
upgrades will be completed.
During Construction:
1. All utility infrastructure work on the customer side of
the meter not performed by employees of the investorowned utilities shall be performed by fully licensed
electricians. For commercial installations, all electrical
contractors should hold a valid C-10 contractor’s
license.
2. Installations will be designed per Article 625 of the
California Electrical Code.
Operational Safety:
1. Overcurrent protection associated with utility
transformers and distribution circuits that feed power
to the chargers.
2. Overcurrent protection in the meter pedestal or circuit
breaker panel that feeds each of the chargers.
3. Bollard equipment protection installed where
appropriate as defined by utility design standards and
AHJ requirements.
4. Concrete parking stops to protect equipment where
appropriate as defined by utility design standards and
AHJ requirements.

55 Source: California Public Utilities Commission, Transportation Electrification Safety Requirements Checklist for CPUC- Approved Transportation
Electrification Programs, D.18-01-024/D.18-05-0401, https://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?q=cache:YhICoVYSnGwJ:https://www.
cpuc.ca.gov/WorkArea/DownloadAsset.aspx%3Fid%3D6442458882+&cd=1&hl=en&ct=clnk&gl=us
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